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(ABSTRACT)

The Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES) is a program sponsored by the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) aimed at evaluating the global energy

balance. Current scanning radiometers used for CERES consist of thin-film thermistor bolometers

viewing the Earth through a Cassegrain telescope.

The Thermal Radiation Group, a laboratory in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, is currently studying a new sensor concept to

replace the current bolometer: a thermopile thermal radiation detector. This next-generation detector

would consist of a thermal sensor array made of thermocouple junction pairs, or thermopiles. The

objective of the current research is to perform a thermal analysis of the thermopile. Numerical

thermal models are particularly suited to solve problems for which temperature is the dominant

mechanism of the operation of the device (through the thermoelectric effect), as well as for complex

geometries composed ofnuxnerous different materials. Feasibility and design specifications are studied

by developing a dynamic electrothermal model of the thermopile using the finite element method. A

commercial finite element-modeling package, ALGOR, is used.
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1. Introduction

It is the nature of mankind to seek an understanding of the world around him, to explain

natural phenomena. The Earth's climate system presents a real challenge from both an observational

and a theoretical perspective. By understanding the effects of global climate change its

consequences can be anticipated and mitigated.

Processes that have the potential to change the climate system, such as global warming due

to the "greenhouse effect," are of major concern. For many years we have known that burning fossil

fuels increases the concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) within the atmosphere and that this change

increases the atmospheric greenhouse effect. Recently, we have discovered that greenhouse gases

other than CO2, such as methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N20), can also play a significant role in

greenhouse warming.

Despite the increase in greenhouse gas concentrations, the magnitude of any resulting climate

change is still not understood. This is due to the complex nature of feedback within the climate

system. For example water vapor, which is the most active greenhouse gas, is believed to represent

a positive feedback to global warming. However, increased amounts of water vapor due to a

warming of the Earth's surface may correlate with increased cloud amounts. Clouds are known to

have a net cooling effect on the atmosphere. Thus, the responses of water vapor and clouds to

changes in the Earth-atmosphere system, whether anthropogenic (fossil fuel burning, deforestation)

or natural (volcanic), play a key role in determining climate change.

Thus, to increase our understanding of the long-term consequences of human activities on

the global environment and also to improve our capabilities for long-range weather and climate



forecasting,theinternationalscientificcommunityhascombineditsresearcheffortsto addressthese

scientificissues.A programof observationof variablesthatgovernglobalclimatechange,including

theradiationbudget,hasbeenundertaken.Themotivationfor theworkdescribedin thisthesisis

to adaptsputteredthermopiletechnologyto thefabricationof detectorelementsin radiometersfor

monitoringtheEarthradiationbudgetfromspace.Thepresenteffortis aimedatprovidingthenext

generationof scanningradiometersfor theongoingCloudandEarth'sRadiantEnergySystem

(CERES)experimentand at providing the GeostationaryEarth RadiationBudget(GERB)

experimentwitharadiationdetector.

1.1 The Earth Radiation Budget

The global energy balance at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) can be expressed as an

equilibrium between the incident solar radiation, the shortwave radiation reflected by the Earth and

its atmosphere, and the longwave radiation emitted by the Earth and its atmosphere. The hypothesis

on the radiative energy budget to be tested may be expressed symbolically as

Pi--Pr =Pe, (1.1)

where Pi (W) is the incident solar energy, Pr (W) is the reflected solar energy and Pe (W) is the

thermal energy emitted by the Earth-atmosphere system.

In terms of heat fluxes, _) (W/m2), this balance can be written as

II(_)i - _)r) dt ds : II_)e dtds, (1.2)
t s t s

where the integral over s is formed over an imaginary surface at the TOA and the integral over time,

t, is formed over a sufficiently long time period.

Under equilibrium conditions, the climate system is such that the Earth absorbs as much

shortwave energy as it emits in the longwave bands. If we consider the Earth in the energy balance

we have another equation,



P_= Pe= Pi --Pr, (1.3)

where P_ (W) is the part of the incoming radiation absorbed by the Earth and the atmosphere. A

simple model of the global energy balance at the top of the atmosphere and at the surface of the Earth

is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1. Illustration of the global energy balance at the top of the atmosphere and at

surface of the Earth [Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society (cover),

Volume 76, 1995]



Onaverage,theincomingsolarheatflux atthetopof theatmosphereis 340W/m2. Of this

amountroughly30percent(about100W/m2)is reflectedback into spaceso that240W/m2is

absorbedbytheEarth-atmospheresystemandthus,underequilibriumconditions,240W/m2isre-

emittedby theEarthandtheatmosphereinto space.Perturbingthisequilibrium,for instanceby

admittingachangein thechemicalcompositionof theatmospheresuchasincreasingtheamountof

agreenhousegas,will affecttheemittedradiation.Tocompensatefor suchimbalances,theEarth

will heatupuntil a newradiativebalanceis achieved[Wielicki, 1995];hencetheterm "global

warming."

Globalwarmingis alsoinfluencedbycloudfeedback.Theintroductionof cloudsenhances

shortwavereflection,coolingtheEarth-atmospheresystem;but it alsodecreasestheemittedlong-

waveradiation,warmingtheEarth-atmospheresystem.Thenetresultof cloudson theclimate,

calledthenetcloudradiativeforcing,isacoolingeffect[Ramanathan,1989].Whilethisnetcooling

effecthasbeenconfirmed,theroleof cloudfeedbackontheenergybalanceisnot fully understood

andremainsanareaof ongoingresearch.

Dohumanactivitiesproduceperturbationsto the extentthat theclimatic equilibriumis

modified?Doclimatemodelsaccuratelyportraytheinfluenceofcloudsonclimate?Howdoesthe

cloudfeedbackmechanisminfluencetheclimate?Furtherinvestigationshavetobecarriedout to

answerthesequestions.TheEarthradiationbudgetandcloudpropertiesmustbe observedand

improvementsin detectionofradiativeflux attheTOAmustbeobtained.

Thegoalof EOS,theEarthObservingSystem,is toobtaindataontheemittedandreflected

componentsoftheradiationcomingfromtheEarth;EOSisNASA'scontributiontotheinternational

MissiontoPlanetEarth.Thisprogramconsistsof space-basedremotesensingplatformsonEarth-

orbitingsatelliteswhichprovidecriticalglobalobservationsof theEarth'sradiation.Themainaim

of EOSis tounderstandtheclimateevolutionovera longperiodof time[Anon.,1993].



1.2 A Brief History of Earth Radiation Measurements

In 1959 Explorer 6 made the first satellite-based Earth radiation budget measurement, and

with this first attempt began an era of three generations of Earth radiation budget satellite missions

between 1960 and 1984 [House, 1986]. In 1979, twenty years after Explorer 6, the United States

Congress created the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) as a NASA program. This was

the first satellite mission dedicated to measuring the Earth radiation budget using multiple satellites

in order to obtain sufficient spatial and temporal coverage [Barkstrom, 1984].

The ERBE goal was to achieve spatial resolution and temporal sampling adequate to define

diurnal, or daily, variations of the Earth radiation budget components [Lee, 1990]. The first ERBE

satellite was launched by the space shuttle Challenger on October 8, 1984. On December 12, 1984,

and September 17, 1986, two additional satellites that included ERBE instrumentation, called

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 9 and 10, were launched. Each of these

satellites carried three scanning radiometers with a narrow field-of-view covering a 0.2-to-5-gm

wavelength interval (shortwave), a 5-to-50-gm wavelength interval (longwave), and a 0.2-to-100-gm

"total" interval. They also carried four nonscanning radiometers. These nonscanning radiometers

include two unfiltered total and two filtered shortwave wide and medium field-of-view (WFOV and

MFOV) channels, respectively, which stare at the Earth. The nonscanning detectors are active cavity

radiometers which supply electrical heat to the instrument cavity in just the amount required to

compensate for the variation of incident radiation [Tira, 1987].

The results of the ERBE program are widely reported, but the 1989 article in Science by

Ramanathan is perhaps the best summary. Briefly, these results validate the essential physics of the

greenhouse effect. They confirm that water vapor is a major source of positive feedback in the

climate and that clouds have a net cooling effect. It was also established that low-level clouds cool

the climate through reflection of shortwave solar radiation, whereas high-level clouds cause heating

through absorption and reflection of longwave radiation emitted by the Earth's surface.

Though the question of the general effect of clouds on the Earth's climate has been answered,

the ERBE scanning radiometers were too short-lived to provide data on the cloud feedback effect.



Viewingtheseencouragingresultsandtakingintoaccounttheprogressmadein technology,NASA

plannedtheCERESprogram.CERESisacomponentof theEOSprogramthatintendstomaintain

thesametypeofmonitoringasERBE.PlannedEOSinstrumentlaunchescanbefoundin Table1.1.

CERESscanningradiometersareof thesamegenreasthoseutilizedon ERBEbut with

improvedresolutionandgreateraccuracy.Like ERBE,CEREShasthreescanningradiometric

channelswith thelongwavechannellimitedto anarrowerband(8 to 12gm) in orderto measure

watervapor.ButunlikeERBE,CERESwill notcarrynonscanningchannels.Inthecasewheretwo

CERESinstrumentpackagesareusedon thesameplatform,theywill operatein two modes:the

cross-trackmode,whichprovidescontinuitywithERBEdata,andabiaxialrotatingmodein which

thescanningplaneisrotatedfromthereferencecross-trackplane.Thissecondmodewill provide

angularradiancedatathatwill beusedto refinethebidirectionalreflectancefunction.

Thefirst of theCERESinstrumentpackageswill be launchedin Novemberof 1997

aboardtheTropicalRainfallMeasuringMission(TRMM)satellite.Themissionperiodsof the

plannedCEREShostspacecraftto belaunchedmaybeseenin Table1.2.



Table1.1. PlannedEOSinstrumentlaunches[Wiekicki, 1995].

TRMM1 Japan/US 1November1997 radiativefluxesand
cloudproperties

EOS-AM2 US/Japan June1998 radiativefluxesand
cloudproperties

EOS-PM3 US/ESA4 December2000 radiativefluxesand
cloudproperties

METOP5 EUMETSAT6 2000 cloud properties:
complements
EOS-AM

lidarcloudheight
EOS-ALT7 US 2002

1TropicalRainfallMeasuringMission

2 EarthObservingSystem-AM(morningequatorialcrossingtime)

3EarthObservingSystem-PM(afternoonequatorialcrossingtime)

4 EuropeanSpaceAgency

5MeteorologicalOperationalSatellite

6EuropeanMeteorologicalSatellite

7EarthObservingSystemAltimetryMission



Table1.2. PlannedCERESHostSpacecraft[Barkstrom,1990]

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

TRMM NASA/NASDA 8 1 1997-2000

EOS-AM- 1 NASA 2 1998-2003

EOS-PM-2 NASA 2 2001-2005

8 National Space Development Agency (Japan)



1.3 Signal Processing

In order to assess the Earth radiation budget from orbit, the radiation field measurements

must be converted into electronic signals. These signals are then transmitted to Earth and translated,

or "inverted," from the satellite altitude to the top of the atmosphere. The continuous signal

obtained, a voltage as a function of time, is sampled so as to have a succession of values (V) for each

pixel scanned. Those values are then transformed into radiance (W/m2/sr) using the calibration

conversion function. Bidirectional Reflectivity Distribution Functions (BRDF), called also Angular

Dependence Model (ADM), are used to convert the radiance into instantaneous flux at the TOA.

The flux values at the TOA are then averaged over time and space to obtain a measurement of the

Earth radiation budget. Figure 1.2 shows the logic flow of the data processing procedure. These data

are used to develop models that determine the average monthly radiation budget and its variability

on regional, zonal, and global scales.



InstrumentSignal

g
Calibration

Scene Identification

g
SW and LW Radiances at Satellite Altitude

g
Inversion: Angular Dependence Model (ADM)

g

Instantaneous Radiative Fluxes

g
Time and Space Averaging

g

Monthly Mean Radiative Fluxes ]

Figure 1.2. Data processing [Haeffelin, 1997]
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1.4 Description of the Sputtered Thermopile Thermal Radiation Detector

A new detector concept for Earth radiation budget radiometry applications has been proposed

by a team led by Prof. J. R. Mahan from the Department of Mechanical Engineering at Virginia Tech

and Mr. L. W. Langley, president of Vatell Corporation [Mahan, 1996]. The intended application

of the detector was the Geostationary Earth Radiation Budget (GERB) instrument. The GERB

experiment was proposed by a European-American consortium lead by the United Kingdom. The

GERB instrument is to be carried on a geostationary satellite with each detector pixel having a 30-

by-30-km field-of-view on the Earth's surface. The satellite rotation on its axis would produce a

series of scans of a linear array across the disk of the Earth. The GERB instrument is scheduled to

fly on ESA's Meteosat Second Generation Satellite (MSG) and to be launched in the year 2000. The

GERB-related effort has evolved into an effort to develop a next-generation detector for CERES. All

of the preliminary detector design is based on the GERB instrument specifications.

The proposed detector consists of a linear array of blackened single-junction-pair

thermocouples, shown in Figure 1.3. The linear array consists of 256 pixels. The 60-by-60-btm

pixels are separated from each other by a 3-btm gap etched by a laser. Each pixel contains the active

and reference junction of the thermocouple. The elements of a junction pair are electrically

connected through leads attached to platinum pads at one end of the pixel (the reference junction).

The output voltage is measured at the other end of the pixel (active junction). Each pixel is

electrically and thermally independent.

11



VoltageOutput

ActiveJunction

ReferenceJunction

JunctionLeads

Grol

(a)

Parylene (thermal insulation)

Platinum (thermoelement)

Absorber layer

Zinc-antimonide (thermoelement)

Aluminum-nitride substrate

......._iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ (b)

Figure 1.4. (a) Detail of a single pixel and (b) the thermopile linear array and

connection leads [adapted from Mahan, 1997]

This design could be slightly changed for alternative future applications of the device, such

as CERES next-generation instruments, by increasing the size of a pixel so that it contains two or

more thermocouple junction pairs electrically connected in series, i.e. a thermopile. The sensitivity

of the device would increase proportional to the number of thermocouple junction pairs in the

thermopile.

In the proposed GERB configuration the linear array is mounted on one wall of a wedge-

shaped cavity, as shown in Figure 1.5.

12



Incident Radiation

__' S_ai'_Y60-/_m pixel width

I" 15.4 mm

Thermopile Entrance Aperture
Linear Array

.f.f _ ._.*'_

Cavity

(Aluminum

Mirror Walls)

Figure 1.5. The thermopile linear array and its cavity [Mahan, 1997]
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Incident radiation enters the instrument aperture through a 60-gm entrance slit. The design

of the cavity ensures that the active junctions are directly exposed to incident scene radiation, while

the reference junctions are shielded by the opposite cavity mirror wall.

The active junction is coated with a high-emissivity, specularly reflecting paint. This black

absorber is sufficiently thick to absorb the incoming radiation, yet sufficiently thin to respond

quickly to varying radiation heat fluxes. Both the active and reference junctions are mounted on an

aluminum-nitride heat sink. The reference junctions are in direct thermal contact with the heat sink,

whereas the active junctions are separated from the heat sink by a thin film of polymer which acts

as a thermal impedance. This thermal impedance allows the active junctions to obtain a higher

temperature than the reference junctions when exposed to thermal radiation.

The detector concept is innovative in that the thermocouple junctions are made of a zinc-

antimonide (ZnSb) and platinum (Pt) couple. This combination of an amorphous semiconductor and

a pure metal has a very high Seebeck coefficient, or thermoelectric efficiency. The sensitivity of

such a combination is increased by a factor of several hundred compared to traditional metal-metal

thermocouple j unctions.

In the current design the walls of the cavity and the heat sink are maintained at a constant

temperature of 311 K by an actively controlled heater in order to reduce thermal noise due to

variations in heating of the satellite.

14



1.5 Goals and Motivations

The Thermal Radiation Group, a laboratory in the Department of Mechanical Engineering

at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, has been working on instruments that measure

the Earth radiation budget under the direction of Dr. J. Robert Mahan for more than 25 years. The

group has provided a unique ability to combine optical, radiative, thermal conduction, and electronic

models in order to produce end-to-end dynamic electrothermal models of the ERBE and CERES

instruments. In the last two years the group has widened its field of study by exploring a new

detector technology: sputtered thermopile thermal radiation detectors. The objective is to study the

feasibility of such detectors for future-generation space-borne radiometers. The current thermistor

bolometer sensor on CERES may be replaced by a thermoelectric device in the next generation of

Earth radiation budget radiometers. The feasibility study is being conducted through of two

interrelated efforts:

(1) development and use of numerical models of the detector and cavity with the overall

objective of defining an optimal design, and

(2) fabrication of prototypes which reflect the optimized design.

The goal of the effort described in this thesis is limited to the development of a dynamic

electrothermal model of the thermoelectric device using the finite element method. This numerical

modeling effort will allow us to predict the performance of the sensor in its final structure (the

cavity) and implement design strategies to predict the optimal sensor thermoelectric properties.

These stated goals will be achieved through meeting specific objectives. First a study of the base-

line design of a thermocouple junction pair and its limiting case is to be conducted. Then a

parametric study will be performed. The thermocouple sensitivity to critical parts of the base-line

design geometry will be determined by studying the effect of changing these parameters and

exercising different boundary conditions
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2. The Thermopile

Radiometry is the science of measuring thermal radiation. The atoms and molecules that

compose real materials are in motion, and the interactions among them (collisions and bonding

forces) produce displacements in the elementary charges within them. The resulting accelerating

charges and changing electrical dipole moments produce thermal radiation. The electromagnetic

spectrum is depicted in Figure 2.1.

the_al

10 .9 0oi ._ 1(!(! 109

I
0.4 0.7

visible

Wavelength (Bm)

cosmic rays radio waves

Figure 2.1. Electromagnetic spectrum
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Basedon the thermoelectriceffect, the thermopilecanbe usedas a heat sensorto

measurethermalradiation. A thermopileis madeof thermocouplejunctionpairs connected

electricallyin series.Theabsorptionof thermalradiationby oneof thethermocouplejunctions,

calledtheactivejunction, increasesits temperature.Thedifferentialtemperaturebetweenthe

activejunction anda referencejunctionkeptat a fixed temperatureproducesan electromotive

force directly proportionalto the differential temperaturecreated. This effect is called a

thermoelectriceffect.

This chapterpresentsthe backgroundin thermoelectricityessentialto understandthe

operationof a thermopile. It also presentsthe thermodynamicsof the three effects in

thermoelectricity:the Seebeckeffect, the Peltier effect and the Thomson effect. The

thermodynamicsof thermoelectricityprovides a means for describing the observed

thermoelectricproperties.

2.1 Background and Theory

Some concepts of thermoelectricity and solid-state physics are presented below so that

the reader may better understand thermopile technology based on thermoelectric effects.

2.1.1 The thermoelectric effects

Any phenomenon involving an interconversion of heat and electrical energy may be

termed a thermoelectric effect. We differentiate between reversible and irreversible energy

conversion [Jaumont, 1960]. The best known irreversible thermoelectric effect is the Joule

effect, where an electric current I (A) is transformed irreversibly into heat P (W) according to

P=RI 2 , (2.1)

where R (f_) is the electrical resistance of the conductor.

The Seebeck, Peltier and Thomson effects are three related reversible thermoelectric

effects. The thermocouple is well known and has been used extensively over the last 100 years

for measurement of temperature and process control. The principle governing the operation of

thermocouple devices is the Seebeck effect.
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In 1821,ThomasJohannSeebeck(1770-1831),a Germanscientist,discoveredthat a

small electric current will flow in a closedcircuit composedof two dissimilarmetallic

conductorswhentheirjunctionsarekept atdifferenttemperatures.A thermocoupleconsistsof

twosuchdissimilarmetalsconnectedin series.Theelectromotiveforce,or emf(V), thatappears

in anopencircuit is theemfdevelopedby thethermocoupletoblocktheflow of electriccurrent.

If the circuit is openedthe emf created,EAB, is called the relative Seebeck emf (RSE), or

Seebeck voltage. The emf EAS (V) created is directly proportional to the differential temperature

AT (K) between the two junctions

Eas =SAs AT , (2.2)

where Sas (V/K) is called the Seebeck coefficient.

This effect and is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The pair A-B of conductors, or

thermoelements, creates the circuit which forms the thermocouple. The thermoelement A is the

positive conductor with respect to B if the current flows from A to B in the cold junction.

Me{al A

"Cold
Junction "
T

"Hot Junction"

Metal B EAB Metal B

Figure 2.2. Illustration of the Seebeck effect.
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In 1834, JeanCharlesAthanasePeltier (1785-1845),a Frenchwatchmaker-turned-

physicist,discoveredthat whenan electriccurrentflows acrossa junction of two dissimilar

metals,heatis liberatedor absorbeddependingonthedirectionof thiselectriccurrentcompared

to the Seebeckcurrent. Therate of heatliberatedor absorbedP (W) is proportionalto the

electriccurrentI (A) flowingin theconductor,thatis

P=Pas(T) I, (2.3)

wherePAB(V) is calledtherelativePeltiercoefficient. Thiseffectis thebasisof thermoelectric

refrigerationorheating.ThePeltiereffectis illustratedin Figure2.3.

Me_MA

"Cold

Junction "

Heat is

liberated

Metal B

"Hot Junction"

Heat is

absorbed

EAg Metal B

Figure 2.3. Illustration of the Peltier effect.
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In 1852,Thomsondiscoveredthat if anelectriccurrentflows alonga singleconductor

whilea temperaturegradientexistsin theconductor,anenergyinteractiontakesplacein which

power is either absorbedor rejected,dependingon the relativedirectionof the currentand

gradient.Morespecificallyheatis liberatedif anelectriccurrentflows in thesamedirectionas

theheatflows;otherwiseit isabsorbed.Figure2.4illustratestheThomsoneffect.

Conductor

Heat Liberated

_ _ _ _ _ Electric current

T

Heat flow

• T+AT

Figure 2.4. Thomson effect.

The power P" absorbed or rejected per unit length (W/m) is proportional to the product of the

electric current I (A) and the temperature gradient --
dT

(K/m), that is
dx

P': o(T) I--

where o(T) (V/K) is the Thomson coefficient.

dT
(2.4)

dx'

While practical applications of the Thomson effect are few, the Seebeck effect is widely

used in thermocouples to measure temperature and the Peltier effect is occasionally used for air

conditioning and refrigeration units. Power generation is possible but because of the low thermal

efficiency of the Peltier effect its commercial exploitation is of limited interest. Commercial

exploitation of the Peltier effect has generally been limited to areas where quick heat and

refrigeration is needed and where efficiency is not of utmost importance.
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2.1.2 Thermodynamicsof thermoelectricity

An understandingof the thermodynamicinterdependencyamongthe three reversible

thermoelectriceffectsis critical. The thermodynamictheoriespresentedhere areessentially

fromtheworkof Pollock[1971].

Let usconsidera thermoelectriccircuitwhereJouleheatingis neglected.This system

canthenbe considereda reversibleheatengine.Considerthecircuit in Figure2.1,wherethe

coldjunctionis maintainedat temperatureTandthehotterjunctionattemperatureT+ATby heat

sinks and sources[Pollock, 1971]. If the emf generatedin this circuit is EAB(V), the

thermoelectricpoweris definedasthechangein emfperdegreeKelvin, dEas/dT (V/K), such

thattheelectricalvoltageisgivenby

Eas= (dEas/dT)AT. (2.5)

It should be noted that although dEas/dT is called the thermoelectric power its dimensions are

not power (W) but volts per kelvin (V/K).

Taking into account the heat absorbed and liberated at the junctions (Peltier effects) and

the heat absorbed and liberated within the conductors (Thomson effects), the conservation of

energy in the system, considered as a reversible heat engine, in which a current I (A) flows, can

be written as

(dEAs/dT)ATI =Pas (T+AT) I - PAS(T) I+ (_s --(YA) AT I, (2.6)

where PAs(T+AT)I (W) is the heat absorbed at the hot junction, PAs(T)I (W) is the heat

liberated at the cold junction, osAT I (W) is the heat absorbed in conductor B, and (YAAT I (W)

the heat liberated in conductor A.

If we simplify Equation 2.6 by dividing through by I and AT and then taking the limit as

AT approaches zero, we obtain the fundamental theorem of thermoelectricity,

dEas/dT = (dPAs/dT) + (Gs --(_a) • (2.7)

(V/K) (V/K) (V/K)

This equation, which is homogeneous in V/K, gives the electrical Seebeck effect as the sum of

the thermal Peltier and Thomson effects. This proves the relationship between the three effects
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and is the basis of the statement that the Seebeck effect is the result of both the Peltier and

Thomson effects [Pollock, 1985].

Let us now use the assumption that the thermoelectric interactions are thermodynamically

reversible, and add heat sinks at temperature T+AT/2 at the midpoints of the two conductors.

The net change of entropy (kJ/K), of the heat sinks at the junctions and along the conductors is

zero so for a unit time we can write

- PAB(T + AT) I PAB(T) I _B AT I 1_A AT I
+ + - 0 (2.8)

T + AT T T + (AT / 2) T + (AT / 2)

(k J/K) (kJ/K) (k J/K) (k J/K)

After dividing through by the current I, if we multiply the first two terms by AT/AT and then take

the limit as AT approaches zero, Equation 2.8 becomes

d (_-)A r (YBAT (YAAT
+ - 0 (2.9)

dT T + (AT / 2) T + (AT / 2)

If we now define the Thomson effect as the energy change for a temperature difference of 1 K,

that is AT =1 K, then since T generally is much greater than 1 K, we can assume that T+AT/2 is

essentially equal to T. We then have from Equation 2.9

Carrying

resulting equation by T, we obtain

d (PAB) _ (_A (_B (2.10)

dT t,T) T T

out the indicated differentiation in Equation 2.10 and multiplying each term of the

PAB=(dPABTt, dT ) -]-(JB-(JA ' (2.11)

which gives the change in entropy per unit charge of the junction at a given temperature and

relates the Peltier and Thomson effects.

Equation 2.11 can be simplified using the theorem of thermoelectricity, Equation 2.7

yielding

=(dEAB IT
PAB _) , (2.12)
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where the Peltier coefficient, PAs(V), is described with respect to the thermoelectric

power, dEAs/dT (V/K).

If we differentiate Equation 2.12 with respect to T, we obtain

2E
dPAs dE As Td AS- _ (2.13)

dT dT dT 2 '

and if we substitute this result into the theorem of thermoelectricity, Equation 2.7, Equation 2.13

becomes

d2Eas _ (_A--(_B

dT2 T

Upon integration Equation 2.14 becomes, for closed thermoelectric circuits,

(2.14)

dEAB (YA --(YB _-dr (2.15)-_ T dT=_%dT -

Equation 2.15 shows that the thermoelectric power of a thermocouple can be expressed in

terms of the Thomson coefficients of its components. In other words, the thermoelectric power is

the algebraic sum of the absolute thermoelectric powers of its components:

dEAs
--=SA-Ss=SAs , (2.16)

dT

where S A

T T

= I-_-dT (V/K), and Ss= I_-dT (V/K),
0 0

are the absolute Seebeck coefficients

(ASC) of each of the components of the thermocouple materials, or thermoelements, A and B.

The symbol S denotes the rate of change with temperature of the Thomson voltage in a single

conductor.

The concept of the ASC is very important because it allows the study of the properties of

individual thermoelements. If the ASC of one thermoelement is known and the thermoelectric

power of the couple is determined experimentally, the ASC of the unknown element can be

calculated using Equation 2.15.

After a second integration over a closed thermoelectric circuit, Equation 2.16 becomes

= gS a dT- _S sdT = gSas dTEas (2.1 7)
J J J
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wheretheintegralsof the Seebeckcoefficientsarethe absoluteSeebeckeffects. Theflow of

current in this circuit is inducedby the relative Seebeckcoefficient (RSE) which is a

consequenceof thetemperaturedifferencebetweenthe twojunctionsof conductorsA andB.

Becausethe Thomsoneffect is presentonly when a currentpassesalong theconductor,the

Thomsoncoefficients((YA,(YB)arenonzeroonly in closedcircuits. Thismeansthat Equation

2.15canaccountfor thermoelectricpropertiesonly in a closedcircuit. In contrastto this, the

electricalpotential(emf)within conductorsis alwayspresentaslongasa temperaturedifference

is maintainedbetweenthe two junctions,regardlessof whetherthe circuit is openor closed.

HenceEquations2.16and2.17arevalid for bothopenandclosedcircuits. UsuallytheRSEis

measuredin opencircuitsto eliminatetheThomsonandPeltiereffects,whichcauseextraneous

thermalvariations.

FromEquation2.15thethreelawsof thermoelectriccircuitsmaybeinferred:

(1) thelaw of homogeneousconductors,

(2) thelaw of intermediateconductors,and

(3) thelaw of successivetemperatures.

The law of homogeneousconductorsstatesthat a thermoelectriccurrent cannotbe

maintainedsolelyby applicationof heatto a singlehomogeneousconductor,regardlessof any

cross-sectionalvariations.In otherwords,if athermoelectriccircuitis formedof two conductors

of thesamehomogeneousmaterial(SA= SB),noemfexistsin thiscircuit(Equation2.16).

The law of intermediateconductorsstatesthat the sum of the absoluteSeebeck

coefficientsof dissimilarconductorsis zerowhenno temperaturedifferenceexistsbetweenthe

junctions. In otherwordsno extraneousemfwill beproducedin acircuitmadeof intermediate

materialsif no temperaturedifferencesexistbetweenthetwo endsof thematerials. This law

demonstratesthatthecontributionof acommonthermoelementCto apairof thermoelementsA

andB vanishesif thejunctionsA-C andC-Bareatthesametemperature.

Thelaw of successivetemperaturesstatesthat theemf of a thermocouplecomposedof

homogeneousconductorscan be measuredor expressedas the sum of its propertiesover

successiveintervalsof temperature.Mathematicallythismaybestated
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T1 T2 T3

EAB =f(SA-SB)dT + f(SA-SB)dT + f(SA-SB)dT=
To T1 T2

T3

f(S A -SB)dT . (2.18)
To

2.1.3 Literature on thermoelectric effects

Thermodynamics provides a means for describing the observed thermoelectric properties;

however it does not provide a model which can explain the mechanisms responsible for their

behavior. The required model follows from an understanding of the roles of electrons in

thermoelectric behavior.

The relative Seebeck emf produced in a thermoelectric circuit (RSE) has no relationship

with contact potential, or Volta effect [Jastrzebski, 1976; Bridgman, 1934]. Contact potential is

measured by the difference in work functions when two different metals are brought sufficiently

close so that electron transfer creates a common Fermi level in both metals. This does not require

a temperature difference and for closed circuits the net voltage is zero.

The thermoelectric effects can be explained by solid state physics [Callaway, 1991].

Two different materials have different free electron densities while they are both at the same

temperature. A temperature difference merely gives the free electrons more kinetic energy to

move around. When two materials are joined the most energetic electrons from one material will

migrate to the other material in order to establish a new equilibrium of the junctions and balance

the charge difference. This move disturbs the individual equilibrium of each of the materials.

The disturbance is caused by the migration of energetic free electrons which leaves exposed

positive charges on one side of the junction and an excess of negative charges on the other side.

This causes an electric field to be formed across the junctions. Since the temperature determines

how energetic the free electrons will be and since their migration determines how many exposed

positive and excess negative charges are on the two sides of the junction, it follows that the

magnitude of the electric field is a function of temperature. In a closed circuit a Seebeck current

forms from the electric field and circulates in the loop. At one junction where the electric field

has the same direction as the generated current, the current flows easily; at the other junction

where the electric field and the generated current have opposite directions, the current must

travel against the electric field. This explains the Peltier effect: the junction where the Seebeck
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currentflows easilyis thejunctionmaintainedat the highertemperatureandthusthecurrent

absorbsheat in an effort to cool the junction to the equilibriumtemperature.At the other

junctiontheSeebeckcurrenthasto goagainsttheelectricfield, thushavingto doworkheating

upthejunctionin anefforttobringthetemperatureupto theequilibriumtemperature.

It must alsobe pointedout that in mostreferences[Bridgman,1934;Pollock, 1993]

emphasisis placedon the fact that the Seebeckeffect is only dependenton the temperature

differencebetweenthetwojunctionsmadeof dissimilarandhomogeneousconductors.It does

not dependon the junction cross-section,the temperaturedistribution (i.e the temperature

gradient) inside those conductors. This hypothesis is known as the Magnus law. Isotropy and

homogeneity of the metal forming the conductors is a requirement of this law. However,

because there are stresses and strains in any solid metal in which there is a temperature gradient,

the universal applicability of the law must be called into question. Even with the qualification

that the metal be isotropic and free from stress, there is not unanimous acceptance of this law.

Benedicks [1933] claimed the existence of other thermoelectric effects not generally taken into

account. Among these thermoelectric effects is a "homogeneous thermoelectric effect," which is

a temperature difference in the steady state between the ends of a long uniform wire carrying a

steady current. These effects are generally considered to be sufficiently small to be neglected.

2.2 The Thermopile

This section is aimed at describing the thermoelectric sensor proposed for use as a

thermal radiation detector. The motivation behind the choice of such a device is developed, as

are detailed descriptions of its operation, specifications and expected performance.

2.2.1 Description of the device

Thermocouple operation is based on the Seebeck effect; thus, the amount of electrical

potential produced can be interpolated as a measure of temperature difference. But what is the

relationship is there between the emfproduced in the open circuit and the temperature difference

between the two junctions? It all depends on the pair of thermoelements used: some pairs of
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thermocoupleelementsgive a Seebeckvoltage which varies in an anticipatedway with

temperature.Thermocouplesin commonusehavenearlylineartemperature-emfcharacteristics.

Oncethe thermocouplecalibrationcurveis obtained,by maintainingoneof the junctionsat a

knownfixed temperature,theotherjunctionis usedasthemeasuringjunctionandis heldat the

temperatureto be determined.Thejunctionmaintainedat a knowntemperatureis calledthe

referencejunctionwhile theotheris calledtheactivejunction.

For an ideal thermocouple,the open-circuitvoltageobtainedis proportionalto the

temperaturedifferencebetweenthejunctionsconstructedof conductorsA andB,

AV=SAB(T) AT, (2.19)

whereSABis therelativeSeebeckcoefficient,expressedin btV/K. This coefficient depends not

only on the temperature, but also on the choice of the two materials used in the thermocouple. A

sign is assigned to the Seebeck coefficient according to the sign of the potential difference

related to the temperature difference. However, it is much more convenient to work with

absolute values: the magnitude of the Seebeck coefficient of a junction is then calculated as the

absolute value of the difference between the Seebeck coefficient of each metal; that is,

SAB = ISA-SB l" (2.20)

Because a voltage is produced when a temperature difference exists between the two

junctions of the thermocouple junction pair shown in Figure 2.2, the thermocouple can be used

as a detector of incident radiation. In open-circuit operation the emfproduced is usually low, on

the order of a tenth of a microvolt per degree celsius of temperature difference for a single

junction pair. In order to increase the output voltage, several junction pairs may be connected in

series. The responsivity is then increased by n if n thermocouple junction pairs are placed in

series; that is,

AV=nS(T)AT. (2.21)

Such a device is called a thermopile. As shown in Figure 2.5, based on the description by

Dereniak [1984], elements of a series of thermocouples of alternate material A and B are placed

between a heat source and a heat sink. The hot junction comes into thermal equilibrium with the

high temperature surroundings producing an emf at the leads. If a current flow results, thermal
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energyis convertedinto electricalenergy.Theremainingenergyabsorbedatthehotjunction is

rejectedto theheatsinkatthecoldjunction.

Activejunction

Heat flow

Material A Material B

"':':':':_ :':':':': i:i:i:i:i:i]

Figure 2.5. Example of a Thermopile

Reference junction

+

I

Leads

Heat sink

We now turn our attention to thermal radiation detectors. The two most important parts

of all thermal radiation detectors are the absorber and the temperature transducer. When a

thermopile is used, the radiant energy is absorbed into a layer coated on the active junction

which acts as the heat source, and the difference of temperature between the active and the

reference junctions is translated into an output voltage through the Seebeck effect. In most

practical implementations we can neglect the Joule, Thomson and Peltier effects because the

input impedance of the signal-conditioning circuit is sufficiently high to ensure that a negligible

current flows through the thermopile.
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2.2.2 Motivationfor thechoiceof athermoelectricdevice

Themain goal of this researchis to developa thermalradiationdetectorcapableof

measuringsmallradiationheatfluxes(ontheorderof 1W/m2)arrivingfromtheEarthwhenthe

deviceis in a high Earthorbit. Oneof our first motivationsfor replacingthe currentCERES

bolometersensorswith thermopilesis to achievehighersensitivity. The new thermoelectric

sensor,whetherfor the GERBprogram(lineararrayof thermocouplesensors)or for future

CERES-likemissions(more likely to be a lineararrayof thermopiles),must be capableof

accurateheatflux measurements.

Theuseof athermopilein this applicationoffersmanyadvantagesover thebolometer.

First,bolometersneedamatchedpair of thermistorsin adjacentarmsof atwo-active-armbridge

circuit. If theinstrumenttemperaturechanges,boththeactiveandcompensatingsensorswill be

affectedin the sameway andthe bridgewill deflectin a knownway. Measuringthe output

voltageby addinganexternalcircuit hasmanydrawbacks.First,it is not easyto manufacture

two thermistorswith exactlythesamephysicalpropertiesanddimensions.It is alsodifficult to

estimatetheself-heatingeffectin thethermistors,whichmustcarryacurrentin orderfor their

resistancesto bemeasured.In thecaseof thethermopileacompensatingelementis notneeded.

Thethermopilegeneratesits ownemf andthereforedoesnotneedabiaspowersupplyasdoes

thethermistorbridgecircuit.Thus,noself-heatingor otherthermoelectriceffectsarepresent.In

addition,thethermopilehastheadvantageof measuringtemperaturedifferencesdirectlywithout

anyoffset:if no radiationhits the detector,theoutputvoltagesignalis zero [Dereniak,1984].

Thethermopilealsoprovidesapotentiallyfasttimeresponse.

Furthermore,progressis currentlybeingmadeat Vatell, Inc.,in thefield of microsensor

elementmanufacturing.Vatell hasa uniqueability to exploit this latesttechnology.Vatell's

current thermopilemanufacturingprocessusessputteringtechnology,which consistsof a

vacuumchamberwhereaninert gasis introducedandionized. Theions areacceleratedby an

electricfield anddirectedontoa metal target. Metal ions areliberatedby thekinetic energy

exchangewith thegaseousionsandeventuallycondenseinto afilm onthedesiredsurface.The

total thicknessof thesensorelementslaid downon thesurfaceswith thisprocessis lessthan2

gm. Thus,theresultingsensorhasa smallvolumeandthereforea minimumheatcapacityand
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thereforea fasttimeresponse.Thecurrentthermopilessoldby Vatell havetimeresponsesof 5

to 10gs. Oncethethin-film layershavebeendepositedonthesubstratetheyarelaserslicedinto

pixels,with eachpixel yielding a thermocouplejunctionpair. Actually, this processallows

thousandsof nearlyidenticalmicrosensorsto bemanufacturedin onerun,onamicrometersize

scale. The sensitivityof the thermopileand its performance-to-costratio are in this way

improved.Figure2.6 showsthe fabricationsequencefor the thermopilelinear-arraythermal

radiationdetector.

Thesemiconductorsensortechnologyfield is alsomovingat a rapidpace[Sze,1994],

andis still underintensivestudy. Theuseof semiconductormaterialsprovidesa far better

Seebeckcoefficientwhich,accordingto Equation2.20,directlyincreasesthesensitivityof the

device. Thecurrentdetectorconceptis uniquebecauseit usesthermocouplejunctionsmadeof

platinumandanamorphoussemiconductorof zincandantimony(50percentZn-50percentSb).

Thiscombinationcangivevaluesof theSeebeckcoefficientashigh as900mV/K accordingto

Krieder [1994]. In otherwords it increasesthe Seebeckcoefficientby a factor of several

hundredovertraditionalmetal-metaljunctions.

With theseencouragingprospects,thegoalto developa detectorwith high sensitivity,a

low electricalresistance,afasttimeresponseandin arepeatablewayappearsachievable.

2.2.3 Thethermopilethermalmodel

If, at a certainlevel of complexity,we considerthe one-junction-pairthermopileas a

lumpedsystem,theheatexchangeswith theexternalenvironmentaretheheatinput, thatis the

radiantenergyincidentto thedetector(at T), andtheheatlossesthroughconductionto theheat

sinkandradiationto thesurroundings(atTa). If weassumethatthetemperatureof theabsorbing

layerof thethermopileis neartheambienttemperature,theheatlossthroughradiationcanbe

neglected.Figure2.7showstheenergybalancefor thesystem.
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Step1. Parylenethermalinsulation
(red)depositedonaluminumnitride
substrate(white).

f_

Step 2. Platinum (blue) busses are

sputtered onto parylene and
aluminum nitride.

_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_

Step 3. Zinc-antinomide (yellow) is

sputtered to form junctions with the

two platinum busses.

........_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Step 4. Active junction is coated with

an absorber layer (black) and then laser

sliced into pixels.

Figure 2.6. Fabrication sequence for the thermopile linear array [Mahan, 1997]
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Absorber layer
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heat capacity C
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Thermal impedance, K

Active junction

-,, Heat sink at Ta

Figure 2.7. The energy balance on a system consisting of a thermal mass, C, and

a thermal impedance of conductance K.

For this specific system the energy balance leads to

C dA___TT+ K AT = Pe (2.22)
dt

In Equation 2.22 Pe is the radiant energy absorbed in the absorber layer (W), K the thermal

conductance (W/K) between the thermopile and the heat sink, and C the heat capacity of the

thermopile (J/K),

C = m Cp, (2.23)

where m is the mass (kg) and Cp is the specific heat (J/kg.K) of the thermopile, and the thermal

conductance, K, is defined by

Ak
K - , (2.24)

L
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where L is the length (m), A is the cross-sectional area (m 2) and k the conductivity of the

material (W/m K).

If the rate of absorbing radiant energy is constant, the solution to Equation 2.22 is

/AT = , (2.25)

so the thermal radiation detector behaves like a first-order system with a thermal time constant of

C (2.26)
K

_m

Therefore Equation 2.25 can be written

The output voltage of a thermocouple can be computed by simply multiplying the temperature

difference by the Seebeck coefficient, yielding

V= nSAT=n S_-ll-e-_ ] (2.28)

The sensitivity of the instrument is defined as the output voltage divided by the input power and

has the units of V/W/m 2, that is

Sensitivity- V -_e 1

In order to minimize the time response, a system needs a high thermal conductance K and

a small heat capacitance C, whereas to maximize the sensitivity, given by Equation 2.29, a

system needs a small thermal conductance K, a large Seebeck coefficient S and a sufficient

number of thermocouple pairs n. This suggests that the thermal conductance K between the

thermopile and the heat sink has to be optimized in order to meet the requirements of both high

sensitivity and fast time response. Thus, the function of the parylene thermal resistance layer is

critical since the value of the thermal capacitance K depends mainly on its thermal conductivity

and dimensions.
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2.2.4 Thethermoelectricradiationdetectorspecificationsanddesign

Theproposedsensorconsistsof a lineararrayof thermocouplejunctionpairs. Each

thermocouplejunctionpairis madeof platinumandzinc-antimonidewith anactivejunction laid

downonathermalresistancelayermadeofparyleneto insulateit fromanaluminum-nitrideheat

sink. A detailedprofile of one thermocouplejunctionpair showingthe materialsandlayer

thicknessesappearsin Figure2.8.

Theprimary functionof theparylenethermalresistancelayer is to increasethe device

sensitivity.However,wehaveseenthatit alsoinfluencesthetimeresponse.An absorberlayer

is addedon top of thedeviceto absorbtheincidentradiation. Thespectralabsorptivityof the

absorberdeterminesthedevicespectralresponse,sincethetemperaturechangeproducedatthe

thermopilejunctionsis directlyrelatedto theamountof powerabsorbedby theabsorberlayer.

For thatreasontheabsorbermustbe chosenwith careto give asspectrallyflat a responseas

possible.This is whatmotivatesourchoiceof thesameabsorbermaterialasthatusedon the

bolometerof theCERESinstruments[Priestley,1997].Thisabsorbermaterialis madeof black

Chemglazez-306paintwith 10percentadditionalcarbontomaximizeits absorptance.

Table2.1showsthenominalmaterialandthethermalpropertiesof thethermopile,the

absorberlayerandtheheatsink.
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Active junction

Absorber (10 gm )

Zinc-Antimonide (1 pm )

Platinum (1 pm )

Parylene (25.4 _m)

Aluminum-nitride

Thermal impedance

Reference junction

Substrate

Figure 2.8. Profile of the thermocouple design.
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Table2.1. Nominalmaterialandthermalpropertiesof thethermopile,theabsorberlayerandthe
heatsink.

Massdensity
(kg/m3)

Specificheat
(J/kgK)

Conductivity

(W/mK)

Electrical

resistivity

(f_m)

Platinum arm 21450 133 71.6 10.6 10 -8

Zinc Antimonide arm 6880 200 60 12.5 10 -4

Aluminum nitride 3260 800 165 109

heat sink

parylene thermal 1289 712 0.084 8.8 1014

resistance

absorber layer 1400 669 0.209

(Chemglaze)

The expected performance of the thermopiles is a high sensitivity (> 0.27 btV/W/m2), a

fast time response (< 20 ms), and a low electrical resistance (< 30 kf_).

2.2.5 Parameters available to improve the sensitivity of the device

The dimensions, the conductivity, and the geometry of the parylene resistance layer are

parameters available for improving the sensitivity of the device. This implies the need for a

compromise between the time response and sensitivity. A thicker resistance layer gives a better

sensitivity but the time response is then degraded because of added thermal mass and resistance.

Additionally, the absorber has to be sufficiently thick to absorb the irradiant power and at the
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sametime sufficientlythinnot to influencethetime constant.Also,up to apoint, thespectral

responseis likely to be flatterif theabsorberlayeris thicker. A compromisemustalsobe found

betweenthesensitivityandtimeresponse.

Tosummarize,theparameterswhichcouldbeusedto improvethethermopiledesignare:

1. thethermalresistancelayermaterialandits geometry,

2. thedimensionof thegapbetweentheactiveandthereferencejunctions,and

3. thethicknessof theabsorberlayer.

Thenextchapteris dedicatedto describingthefinite elementmodelcreatedto studythe

time responseandsensitivityof the thermopiles.More detailsaregivenabouttheparameters

usedto achieveanoptimizeddesign.
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3. Finite Element Model

A numerically approximated description of the thermal behavior of the thermopile must be

formulated due to the complexity of the geometry; no closed form analytical solution is available.

We chose the finite element method over the finite difference method to conduct this study because

of the trapezoidal profile of the detector. It would have been difficult to accurately model the

triangular edge with the rectangular grid required of the finite difference method. Using the

commercial product ALGOR, we are able to treat both the steady-state and the transient aspects of

the analysis. For consistency, some of the finite element results have been checked with a

combination of two other commercial finite element commercial packages PATRAN and ABAQUS.

3.1 Finite Element Formulation

The finite element method was originally developed for structural analysis, and it has since

been adapted to the field of heat transfer analysis. The objective is to find an approximate solution

of a given boundary-value problem. The basis of this method is the representation of the region of

calculation by finite subdivisions (subvolumes), where a spaced grid of nodes replaces a conduction

region. These nodes are the location where the solution is computed. The finite subdivisions are

called finite elements and they can have different shapes, thus giving more flexibility to the method

compared to the finite difference method. The collection of finite elements and nodes is called a

finite element mesh. Continuous variables such as temperature can be represented over the finite

element by a linear combination of polynomials called interpolation functions. These functions
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dependuponthevaluesatnodesonly. Figure3.1showsatwo-dimensionalregionsubdividedinto

finiteelements.

Nodes

Region Boundary

Triangular
Finite Element

Figure 3.1. Two-dimensional region subdivided in finite elements.

Note that for one-dimensional problems the union of the sub-domains matches exactly with

the given domain, but this may not be true for two- and three-dimensional problems, as can be seen

in Figure 3.1. One way to improve the representation of the solution space by the collection of

assembled finite elements is to increase the number of elements or to increase the order of the

interpolation functions (or number of nodes per element).

The governing equation expressing conservation of energy for a system with no heat source

on a domain D is

V2 T _ pC aT _ 1 aT (3.1)
k at o_ at '

where T (K) is the temperature, t (s) is time, k (W/mK) is the thermal conductivity, pc is the thermal
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k
capacity(j/m3K)andc_=-- (m2/s)is thethermaldiffusivity.

pc

Boundaryconditionssuchastemperatureor imposedsurfaceheatflux, includingthe

adiabaticcondition,maybeimposedondomainD. Figure3.2depictsthesethreetypesof boundary

conditions.In the figure, the sub-area $1 has a constant temperature boundary condition applied, $2

a constant heat flux, and $3 is insulated.

Q" imposed on
surface S_

T1 imposed on

surface S1

_ : 0

imposed on

surface S 3

Figure 3.2. The types of available boundary conditions in ALGOR

A classical solution of the problem (strong formulation) is a function T defined on D, such

that T satisfies the given differential equation, Equation 3.1, everywhere in D and the temperature

boundary conditions. The finite element solution of the problem is based on the Galerkin

approximation which uses interpolation functions defined on the different subdivisions of the

domain D. The resulting formulation gives a system of algebraic equations to be solved. Several

methods of integration can be used to solve these equations. In transient problems, the global

formulation provides a set of equations for determining the time dependence, and calculations are
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thenmadepossibleusinganinitial condition.Forsteady-stateanalysisonesetof spatialconditions

representsthesolution.DetailsaboutfiniteelementformulationcanbefoundinGebhart[1993]and

Reddy[1993].

3.2 Finite Element Software

The finite element commercial package ALGOR is used to predict the response of the

thermopile radiation detector to different boundary and initial conditions. This section focuses on

the software itself, its basic operation modes, its capabilities and the numerical integration method

it uses.

3.2.1 ALGOR operation modes

ALGOR is used as the pre-processing, processing and post-processing software. First, it

prepares the model for the analysis. After having specified the nature of the analysis as either steady-

state or transient, ALGOR enables one to build the geometry, define the physical properties, and

specify the boundary conditions such as a fixed temperature, or a surface with radiation, convection

or insulation. The definition of the different material properties is made possible by assigning a

different color to each different type of material. It must also be noted that the heat flux boundary

condition is applied manually (node by node) during the pre-processing stage. ALGOR also

provides the mesh of the model by meshing the different regions into finite numbers of nodal

elements. Two-dimensional thermal elements are 3- or 4-node elements formulated in the Y-Z

plane. Meshes can be uniform across the model or concentrated around critical regions. ALGOR

also displays and verifies all data prior to executing the analysis. The pre-processing (including the

decoder and the feature called Timeload Program) is accomplished by specifying the transient

parameters, the heat flux boundary conditions and the format of the solution. The decoder then

creates a file called Filename which is the processor input file. The transient heat transfer processor

(SSAP11) processes the model.

The processor ALGOR performs the analysis by solving the system of algebraic equations

representing the model and providing an output file with the nodal results called Filename.1. The
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post-processordisplaysthenodalresults.Unfortunatelythetransientsolutioncouldnotbedisplayed

in thedesiredformat,andsoa programwasdevelopedin Matlabwhich readsthe nodalfile,

performsdifferentkinds of calculations(averagesanderrors),andplots thetransientsolution.

Figure3.3summarizesthedifferentstagesusedtocreatethemodelanddisplaytheresults.
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+
superdraw: Creates and edits "-

the model

 lp:r ithWmo   7-" 

Transient parameters

Pre-processor

Processor

Post-processor" View

analysis results

Instantaneous temperature
distribution

Mesh

Boundary conditions

Material properties (colors)

¢"1

Heat flux

Filename.esd

Filename.sst

Node numbers where the heat

flux boundary condition must be

applied

Result file name

Filename.l

i
I
lmm

Matlab program

Transient solution

Figure 3.3. Summary of stages used in ALGOR
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3.2.2 Capabilitiesof andcommentsonthesoftware

CommentsandcriticismsmadebelowaboutALGORareusuallymadeincomparisonwith

thefiniteelementsoftwarepackagePATRAN(Version2-5).

ALGORallowedthedevelopmentof awell-definedfinite elementmeshin themodel. A

modelmadeof 3677elementsand3901nodeshasbeencreatedin twodimensions.Elementlengths

of lessthana 1gmexistin thecriticalregionssuchastheactivejunctionof thethermopile.The

elementsusedin theanalysisaretwo-dimensional,second-order,four-nodequadrilateralelements

specifictoheatconduction.Sincetheseelementsaresecond-order,theirinterpolationfunctionsare

quadratic.Quadraticfunctionsarejustifiedoverhigher-orderpolynomialssincethemeshdensity

is high. Figure3.4 showstherefinedtwo-dimensionalmeshof thepart of thethermocouple

includingtheactivejunctionobtainedusingALGOR. Comparisonof Figure3.4with Figure2.8

clearlyestablishedthelocationof themeshwith respectto thedetectorgeometry.Thismeshis

acceptablesincetheelementsareundistortedrectangularshaped.

Figure3.4. Exampleof atwo-dimensionalmeshcreatedonALGOR.
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TheALGORtransientthermalprocessorwasusedto performthetransientheattransfer

analysis.It isaveryflexibletool in that,thoughit doesnotautomaticallyselectthetimeincrement

sothatsteadystateisreached,theusermaydefinehisowntimeincrementand,evenmoreimportant,

thenumberof stepsused(upto athousand).Thedrawbackis thatastudyof thevalueof thetime

stepmustfirstbemadeto knowwhentheconvergedsolutionis reached.If thisstepcouldbemade

automatictheengineeringcostof theanalysiswouldbe reducedbecausetheconvergedsolution

wouldbefoundin aminimumnumberof iterations.ThetimeintegrationusedbyALGORis done

withanunconditionallyconvergingschemecalledWilsonTheta.Moredetailsonthisanalysiscan

befoundin theALGORmanual[1993].

Severalotherlimitationsof thesoftwarecanbementionedafterusingit andcomparingit

with PATRAN. Forexample,thedefaultelementsarequadrilateralelementsandthereisnoway

to usetriangularelementswith total controlof their lengthor number. Anotherdrawbackof

ALGOR comparedto PATRAN is the fact that theheat flux boundaryconditionshaveto be

specifiedmanually.Whenamodelhasacomplexgeometry,aboundaryedgemaynotbenumbered

sequentiallyandthusit becomestediousto enterthenodenumbersoneby oneto applytheheatflux

boundarycondition.Additionallyanincorrectnodenumbermaybeenteredby mistakewith the

resultthatthedatamustbeenteredall overagain.Finally,thepost-processorALGORis reallynot

flexiblefor displayingresults.Forexample,it isunableto displaythetransienttemperatureresponse

of aspecifiednodeor groupof nodes.

3.3 TheThermal Models

Thissectionexaminestwothermalmodels,aone-dimensionalmodelandatwo-dimensional

modelof thethermocouplejunctionpair. Theassumptionsandapproximationsimpliedwhenusing

suchmodelsaregiven. Additionallybothmodelsarevalidatedby presentingtheresultsof the

derivationof ananalyticalsteady-statesolutionfortheone-dimensionalmodel,andbyshowingthat
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theresultsgivenbyanotherfiniteelementsoftwarepackage(PATRAN-ABAQUS)confirmthetwo-

dimensionalmodel.

3.3.1 Generalassumptionsandapproximations

Dueto thethermopileenvironment(vacuum),conductionandradiationaretheonlymodes

of heattransferpresentin theanalysis.Becausethecavityandtheheatsinkwherethedetectoris

mountedareassumedto bemaintainedat a temperatureof 311K, we expecttheheattransfer

throughradiation,otherthanthatduetotheincidentheatflux fromthescene,tobesmall,andthus

negligiblein thecurrentanalysis.

Dueto thehighinputimpedanceof theamplifierusedto sensethethermopilevoltage,we

assumethatnocurrentflowsthroughthethermocouplejunctions.Thusnoself-heatingnorother

thermoelectriceffectsaretakenintoaccountandthevolumetricheatsourceq'" is assignedavalue

of 0W/m3in theenergyequation.

Sinceonly small rangesof temperaturesareencountered,it is assumedthat material

propertiessuchasconductivitydonotvarywith temperature.

Asfarastheboundaryconditionsareconcerned,theheatsinkismodeledby afixed,known

temperatureattheinterfaceof thepixelwith thealuminum-nitridesubstrate.Thisconditiongives

thesubstratethepropertyof a heatsink. Assumingthatthe incidentsceneenergystrikingthe

absorberisuniform,it ismodeledasanetuniformlydistributedheatfluxboundarycondition.This

imposedheatflux isassumednormalto thetopof thepixel (theabsorber).It representstheincident

radiationcomingfromtheEarthlessthecomponentemittedfromthesurfaceof thepixel.

The gapbetweenadjacentpixels is assumedto thermallyinsulateeachthermocouple

junctionpairofthelinear-array;thusthetwoedgesof thepixelareinsulated.Sinceit isnotyetclear

whatkindof conditionsexistonto theremainingboundariesof thepixel; it isassumedthattheyare

alsoinsulated.This is a leastpartiallyjustifiedbecausethepixel arrayis embeddedin thecavity

mirrorwall. Figure3.5summarizestheboundaryconditionsappliedto thepixel.
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I)istribtttedheatflux

Insulated(backside)

Insulated Insulated

Insulated
(frontside)

Figure3.5.

Fixedtemperature

Boundaryconditionsappliedto thepixel

Thepixel designshownin Figure3.5 is geometricallythree-dimensional.However,the

symmetryin theboundaryconditionsandanaspectratiosuchthatthetwo-dimensionalheattransfer

effectsat theedgesmaybe ignoredencouragespreliminaryconsiderationof a one-dimensional

model.

3.3.2 One-dimensionalmodel

Theone-dimensionalmodelis simplifiedto representtheactivejunctiononly. It consists

of twoplaneboundaries:at oneplaneboundaryaknownheatflux is imposedandtheotheris

consideredtobeataknownconstanttemperature.Theinitial temperaturethroughoutthethermopile

modelis setto thetemperatureof theheatsink. Figure3.6representsthismodelanditsboundary

conditions.Themodelshownin Figure3.6assumesthattheactivejunctionis infinitein size(thus

theneglectof edgeeffects)andthatthereferencejunction(notrepresentedin thismodel)mounted

ontheheatsinkandisolatedfromtheincidentenergycomingfromtheEarthscene,remainsatthe
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temperatureof theheatsink. Thismodelis anidealcasewherethelossof energyin thesecond

dimensionisneglected.

m

i

J
J
J

¢
J
J
J
J
J

Distributed heat flux: q" (W/m 2)

::::_::::_:::_::::_:::::::::_:::::::_:::::::::::::_:::::::_:::::::::_::::_:::_::::_::::_::::_:::_::::_::::_:::::::::_:::_::::_:::::::::::::_::::_:::::::::::::_::::_:::_::::_::::_::::_:::_::::_:::::::::_:::_::::_:::::::::::::_:::::::_:::::::::_::::_:::_::::_::::_::::_:::_::::_:::::::::_:::::::_:::::::::::::_:::::::_:::::::::_::::_::::_:::_:::::::::_::::_:::_::::_:::::::::_:::_::::_:::::::::::::_::::_:::::::::::::_::::_:::_::::_::::

Fixed Temperature: T = 0 K

m

i

m

Absorber (10 _tm )

Zinc Antimony (1 _lm )

Platinum (1 gm )

Parylene (25.4 _tm)

Figure 3.6. One-dimensional model of the active-junction
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Onemajorproblemencounteredwhenspecifyingtheboundaryconditionsof themodelis

theresultingminusculevariationsinpredictedtemperature.A 10gK temperaturedifferencebetween

thetopandthebottomof themodelmaybeanticipated.A simplemodelcanbestudiedto makea

quickpredictionof thetemperatureatthetopof thesolutionspaceassumingthattheheatconduction

isone-dimensionalwithanaveragethermalconductivityof 3.54W/mK throughauniformmaterial

with37.5gmthickness.Fourier'slawof heatconductionin onedimensioniswritten

q" =- k d_T_T (3.2)
dx

After integrationandtakingintoaccounttheheatflux boundaryconditionof q" = 1 W/m 2, which

is approximately the heat flux due to an Earth scene, Equation 3.2 gives

AT- q" Ax _ 1.0 (W/m2)x3.7510-S(m) = 10 _tK.
k 3.54(W / Km)

So if we fix the bottom of our model to a temperature of311 K, we can expect a temperature

range between 311 and 311.00001 K. Unfortunately, these eight significant figures are meaningless

and can never be measured or even calculated to this accuracy due to round-off error. In fact, the

ALGOR finite element software gives a maximum of four significant figures. The solution to this

problem is to solve for a new temperature variable, T" = T - 311. This translation shifts the above

temperature range to 0 to 10xl0 -6 K. The new constant-temperature boundary condition at the

bottom of the model is T" = 0 K.

Validation of the one-dimensional model is made by a one-dimensional heat transfer

mathematical model. The one-dimensional steady-state analytical solution can easily be derived.

By defining the four different temperature distributions corresponding to each of the four layers of

material as T1 for the parylene, T2 for the platinum, T 3 for the zinc-antimony and T 4 for the

Chemglaze absorber, with their respective conductivities (kl ,k 2 ,k 3 ,k 4 ) and the heat flux

boundary condition q", the problem can be formulated as shown schematically in Figure 3.7.
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The equations of steady-state heat transfer are

_2Ti - 0 Xi_l< x< x i

_X 2 '

and the boundary conditions are

Tl(x o =0) =OK,

Ti(xi) = Ti+l(xi), i=1,2,3,4

kl (ozi _ ( ozi+l "]

'_--_X )x=xi=ki+l_-_x )x=xi '

k4 ( 0T4 _ =q".
_-STx)x=x4

i = 1,2,3,4

Figure 3.7. Schematic representation of the one-dimensional steady-state formulation

The solutions Ti, i=1,...,4 , for each material are then

q q"/k 1/--x+x]
T2 (x) = k2 k2

q,, (11/ q,,(m1/T3(x )=-x + x2q" ' + X 1 '

k3 k2 k3 kl k2

and

(k-3)q" 1 1
--X + x3q"

T 4 (x) = k4 k4 1 1+ x2q" 'k2 k 3

+ x_ q" (. 1 1
kl k2

(3.3)

According to these analytical results we can evaluate the sensitivity of the detector made of
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asingleinfinitepixel. Thesteady-statesensitivityof adetector,whichis its abilityto senseaunit

amountof radiantenergyarrivingat its surface,is definedastheratioof thedetectorsteady-state

responsetotheamountof energyarrivingatthedetector.Thesteady-stateresponseof thedetector

canbeevaluatedbycalculatingthetemperaturedifferencebetweentheheatsink (x = 0) andthe

activejunction (x = x 2 ) which is

( /q" q,, 1 1 =3.024 10 .4 K.
/_kZactivejunction =Z2(x2)-Zl(Xo) = Z2(x2)= _ x2 -[- x 1 1_ 1 k 2

If a Seebeck coefficient of 920 _tV/K is used, the sensitivity of the thermocouple is

Sensitiviy = Szn sbAZactivejun¢i°n = 0.278 _lV/W/m 2 .
q,,

The transient one-dimensional analytical solution of the problem is much more difficult to

solve because several different material layers are used. An analytical solution can be found if it is

assumed that the model is made of a single material. The transient heat conduction equation for a

one-dimension problem is

O2T 1 OT

OX 2 O_eff Ot ' (3.4)

where o_eff (m2/s) is the effective diffusivity of the material.

The heat flux and the temperature boundary conditions along with the initial conditions can

be described as

T(x0,t)=0 , x=0 , t>0

T(x,0)=0, 0_<x_<x 4 ,

keff aT = q" x = X4
-_X ' '

x=x 4

, homogeneous boundary condition,

t = 0 , homogeneous boundary condition,

t > 0 , nonhomogeneous boundary condition,

where the heat flux q" and the two temperature boundary conditions are known.

To use the method of separation of variables all of the boundary conditions must be

homogeneous. So let us look for a solution of the form

T(x, t) =_(x, t) + _)(x). (3.5)
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gt(O,t)=0 and

_x=x4 =0 and

With the substitution of Equation 3.5, Equation 3.4 becomes

0211/_ 1 0/l/

0X 2 C_ef f Ot '

02_-0
Ox2

and the boundary conditions are equivalent to

0(0)=o,

O_x¢ _q"
x=x4 keff

+ O(x)= o.

(3.6a)

(3.6b)

(1)

(2)

(3)

SeparationThe boundary conditions relative to Equation 3.6(a) are now all homogeneous.

of variables maybe used to solve this equation. That is, gt(x, t) =X(x) T(t) so that Equation 3.6(a)

becomes

1 O2X 1 OT
- (3.7)

X Ox2 o%_-T Ot

Equation 3.7 is of the form f(x) = g(t) = -_} so that after integration it gives

X(x) = acos(Ex)+bsin(Ex) and T(t) = ce (-%i_")_2t) ,

where a,b,c are integration variables. Application of the boundary conditions (1) and (2) yields

/t/(x,t)= £a n sin(_nX)e -c_e'z_nt with Xn = (2n+l) rc
0 2X4

The integration of ¢ gives ¢(x)= q" x.
keff

To evaluate theanthe fact that the functions sin(;Lnx ) are a complete set of orthogonal

functions is used. Multiplying gt(x, t) by sin(;LmX ) , integrating the result from 0 to x4, and then

invoking the orthogonality of the circular functions yields
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an----

x4 _

_ f q x sin(%n x) dx
_keff _ -2q"(-1) n
x4

Isin2 (_nX) dx k eff_2nX4
0

Finally the transient response of this "effective material" can be written as

q"x (2n + 1) rc
T(x,t) -2q"(-1) n • -o_ ff%2t= sln()%x) e e n _1_ with _n--- - -----_ --

= k eff_n X4 kef f 2x 4
(3.8)

The plot of this function shows that for the solution converges before the ten first modes (n)

of the sum. It represents the analytical solution of the transient one-dimensional model. This result

is used for the validation of the one-dimensional model when the numerical and the analytical

solution are compared. The steady-state temperature and the time constant derived from Equation

3.8 are shown in Table 3.1.

3.3.3 Two-dimensional model

The two-dimensional model is a more realistic model of the thermocouple junction pair. If

we look at the geometry of the thermocouple junction pair it can be understood why the two-

dimensional model is essential to our study. Figure 3.8 shows the three-dimensional geometry of

the thermocouple.

The ramp of zinc-antimony and p arylene connecting the active and reference junctions allows

heat conduction in the second dimension. It is also important to study the two-dimensional model

because of the boundary conditions: the heat flux boundary condition is imposed on a portion of the

boundary (the absorber), while the remainder of the boundary (the ramp and the top of the reference

junction) is assumed to be insulated. The model will help to determine the impact of those boundary

conditions on the sensitivity of the instrument.
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Active Junction

Absorber

Thermal Impedance

Reference Junction

Absorber (10 btm )

Zinc antimony (1 btm)

Platinum (1 btm )

Parylene (25.4 btm)

Figure 3.8. Thermocouple three-dimensional geometry.

In the two-dimensional model, the two-thermocouple junction pair is represented so as to

take into account lateral heat diffusion and the effect of the slope linking the active and the

reference junctions. The assumptions are the same as those used in the one-dimensional model.

As far as the boundary conditions are concerned, the same boundary conditions used in the one-

dimensional model are again used in the two-dimensional model. The assumption that the top of

the reference junction is insulated is justified by the fact that, in the actual device, this junction

will be shielded from the incoming radiation by one of the cavity walls. The boundary conditions
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areinsulatedin Figure3.9. Thematerialpropertiesandthedimensionsof thetwo-dimensional

modelaregivenin Figure3.10.

J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J

Distributed Heat Flux : q"

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiii_i_,,

Edges Insulated

ttttttttttttttttttt
Fixed Temperature :T = 0 K

Figure 3.9. Two-dimensional model of the thermocouple boundary conditions.
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Figure 3.10. Dimensions and materials of the two-dimensional model.

3.3.4 Validation of the models

Validation of the two-dimensional model was made possible through the use of another finite
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elementsoftwarepackage,PATRAN-ABAQUS. The two-dimensionalmodel usedfor the

comparisondiffersslightlyfromtheonedescribedin theprevioussectionin thattheactivejunction

lengthis60gminsteadof 93gm.

PATRAN-ABAQUShasbeenusedtoconfirmresultsin boththeone-dimensionalandthe

two-dimensionalmodels.Thecomparisonhasbeenmadeonthebasisofthemaximumtemperature

of thetwomodels.Thetimeresponseof theone-dimensionalandthetwo-dimensionalmodelshas

alsobeencomputedusingthetimeconstantof theassociatedfirst-ordermodel. Theconceptof a

"time constant"strictlyappliesonly to lumpedsystemshavinga singledegree-of-freedom(e.g.,

spring-mass,thermalcapacity-thermalimpedance,capacitor-resistor).In thecaseof thedistributed

systemconsideredhere,whosebehavioris atleastquasi-first-order,it isconvenienttotalkaboutthe

timeconstanteventhoughthisisnotstrictlycorrect.Theresultsaregatheredin Table3.1.

ThetimeconstantsobtainedwithPATRAN-ABAQUSarenotasaccurateasthoseobtained

withALGORbecausethePATRAN-ABAQUSsoftwaredidnothavethecapabilitytoprovidethe

time-steprefinement. This is why a confidenceintervalis givenfor the timeconstantresults

obtainedwith PATRAN-ABAQUS.
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Table3.1. Comparisonof thefiniteelementresultsobtainedwithALGORandPATRAN-ABAQUS

1-Dmodel

2-Dmodel,first
configuration1

ALGOR

Tmax= 3.50×10-4K
_= 6.8ms

Tmax=7.86X10-s K
= 0.80ms

Analytical
(with the

approximationof the
effectivematerial)

Tmax= 3.49×10-4K
(T..... 3.50X10 -4 K
without any
approximation)
_= 5.4 ms

PATRAN-ABAQUS

Tm_= 3.50×10-4K

6.0<_<8.0ms

Tm_=7.75×104K

0.8<_<l.0ms

1Configuration with a 60-gm active junction
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As far asthe analyticalresultsareconcernedonly the one-dimensionalcasehasbeen

calculated.Themaximumone-dimensionalsteady-statetemperaturehasbeencalculatedwithout

anyapproximationsandwith the approximationof aneffectivematerial.In the casewhereno

approximationwasmadethevalueof thehighesttemperaturenodematchesperfectlythatof the

finite elementmodel. Thetransientone-dimensionalanalyticalsolutionhasto beapproximated.

Weconsideredaneffectivematerialwitha diffusivityoteffinsteadof consideringall thematerial

layers. Sothetimeconstantis obtainedby computingthemodelgivenby Equation3.9 for the

junctionnode(x = 26.4_tm), fitting to thismodela "best-fit"curveasshownin Figure4.13,and

calculatingthetimeconstantassociatedwiththebest-fitcurve.Thetimeconstantfoundagreeswith

the finite elementsoftwareALGOR within 21 percent,which is acceptableconsideringthe

approximationof theeffectivematerial.

Thetemperaturedistributioninsidebothmodelsis validated:ALGOR resultsarefully

confirmedbothby PATRAN-ABAQUSandby the analyticalsolutionfor theone-dimensional

modelcomputedusingEquation3.4. Asfarasthetimeresponseof themodelsisconcerned,wefind

a slight disagreement.Thisdifferencebetweenthetime constantsis dueto a biggertimestep

incrementusingPATRAN-ABAQUSthanusingALGOR. Thedegreeof agreementbetweenthe

twomodelstendsto validatethefiniteelementmodelobtainedwithALGOR.

Thetemperaturedistributioninsidethedeviceoncesteady-stateconditionsarereachedis

shownin Figures3.11and3.12.Thetemperaturedistributionhasbeencomputedwithbothof the

finiteelementsoftwarepackagesandshowsessentiallythesameisotherms.

A parametricstudyinvolvingdifferentgeometricparametersandusingthevalidated

ALGORmodelsispresentedin thenextchapter.
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Figure 3.11. Temperature distribution obtained with ALGOR

Temperature (K)
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Figure 3.12. Temperature distribution obtained with PATRAN-ABAQUS
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4. Results and Discussion

To familiarize the reader with the history which motivated the current effort one must go

back a year and a half, when Dr. Mahan met with Larry Langley, the owner Vatell Corporation.

Vatell develops, manufactures and sells thermopile heat flux micro-sensors based on new patented

technologies. The performance characteristics of these sensors, including the sensitivity, the time

response and the dimensions were very promising. In February, 1996, the Thermal Radiation Group

(TRG) of Virginia Tech entered into an agreement with Vatell, in which the TRG would provide a

dynamic thermal model of the original thermopile design. At that time a parametric study was

performed to optimize the sensitivity of the device. All the results from this original thermopile

design can be found in a report submitted for the "Dipl6me d'6tudes approfondies (DEA)" to the

Institut Universitaire des Systbmes Thermiques Industriels in June, 1996 [Weckmann, 1996]. In

August, 1996, Dr. Mahan proposed to NASA a new variation on the Vatell sensor in a competition

for the detector to be used on the GERB instrument. This proposal was accepted and the current

efforts are aimed at providing the GERB instrument with a highly sensitive and reliable sensor.

To summarize in a few words, the goals are to predict the sensitivity and the time response

characteristics of the latest sensor design and to optimize this design by using the dynamic

electrothermal model in a parametric study. All of the results presented in this chapter are analytical

and so have to be used with full knowledge of their limitations. They are offered here in support of

the experimental results in a way that permits the manufacturing process to be optimized.

This chapter is organized into three parts. In the first part results of the one-dimensional and
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two-dimensionalmodels,includingthesensitivityandthetimeresponse,arepresentedandare

comparedto the experimentalresultsobtainedby Vatell Corporation. In the secondpart,by

exercisingdifferentmodelboundaryconditionsandchangingcriticalpartsof thegeometry,a first

attemptatdesignoptimizationismade.Finally,in thethirdpartweinvestigatethebasicassumption

inherentto themodelthatno currentflows in thedevice.This lastpart raisesmanyquestions,

unansweredfor themostpart,butneverthelessinterestingfromthephysicalpointof view.

4.1 One-Dimensional and Two-Dimensional Model Results

4.1.1 Temperature distribution

The steady-state temperature distributions calculated with the thermocouple one-dimensional

and two-dimensional models are displayed in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The one-dimensional

model represents an ideal thermocouple in which the active junction is modeled as infinite in lateral

dimensions. This is the ideal configuration for the thermocouple design because no heat is transfered

in a second dimension and so the sensitivity is maximized. Following theory, the isotherms are

perpendicular to the different layers of material in this model while the temperature distribution

reflects the symmetry of the geometry and the boundary conditions. The heat is conducted only in

the vertical plane. Most of the temperature gradient occurs in the thermal impedance layer of

parylene, as expected.
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Figure4.1.Thesteady-stateone-dimensionaltemperaturedistributionfor the
boundaryconditionsshownin Figure3.6.

(K)
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...........................e,ee:_o5
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Active Junction ii_ _ _o3e,_0:_

iiii_:.ii Ramp _. I,Se_O_

............................................................................ "" Reference Junction .!: .0.2................

Figure 4.2. The steady-state two-dimensional temperature distribution corresponding to

the boundary conditions of Figure 3.9
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In thetwo-dimensionalmodel,theisothermsareno longerperpendicularto thedifferent

layersof materialin theregionneartherampconnectingthe activejunctionandthe reference

junction. Theramppermitsdivergenceof thetemperaturefield fromthevertical;theheatflux is

partiallyconductedin thehorizontalplaneasaresultof theramp.Thiseffectandthefactthatthe

heatsinkis twiceasbig astheheatsource(activejunction)allowa smalleraveragetemperature

differencebetweentheactivejunction andthereferencejunction thanin thecaseof the one-

dimensionalmodel.Forthisreasonit ispredictedthatthetwo-dimensionalityof thethermocouple

will decreaseits sensitivity.Thefollowingprovidesmoredetailsaboutthesensitivity.

4.1.2 Sensitivity

A numericalsensitivitystudyhasbeenconductedso asto quantifythe ability of the

thermocoupleto senseaunit amountof radiantenergyarrivingattheactivejunction. Usedwerea

nominalvalueoftheSeebeckcoefficientforthezinc-antimonidecoupleSznsb_>,equalto 920gV/K,

andaheatflux inputq'" equalto 1W/m2. Thesensitivity(V/Wm-2)canbeexpressedas

S ZnSb_P t AT
Sensitivity = , (4.1)

q,,

where AT (K) is the temperature difference between the active and reference junctions.

According to the literature [Pollock, 1985] the sensitivity of a thermocouple device can be

evaluated by measuring the difference in temperature between the active, or "hot," junction and the

reference, or "cold," junction. In the current case the thermocouple device is slightly different from

the usual design of thermocouples due to the extremely small size of its junctions. The ratio, r, of

the combined length of the junction to the length of the connecting leads has a value of five in the

current design, whereas usually thermocouples have a ratio close to zero. This difference is

illustrated in Figure 4.3.

The problem is to decide what temperature to assign to a junction in the case where the

temperature is not uniform along the length of the junction, as is the case for the two-dimensional

model. Figure 4.4 shows the temperature profile along the active junction. An overall temperature

difference of 1.213 x 10-5 K is predicted between the two ends of a 60-gm active junction, compared
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to ameantemperaturedifferencebetweentheactiveandreferencejunctionsof 2.228×10-5K. The

meanjunctiontemperatureis obtainedby averagingthetemperaturealongthenodeslyingwithin

theplaneof the junctions. Thusthe temperaturegradientrepresents54percentof themean

temperature.

Active junction Reference junction

(a)

Active junction
Reference junction

(b)

Figure 4.3. Comparison between different type of junctions: (a) the typical design

and (b) the current design.
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Figure 4.4. Temperature profile along the active junction
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As for the referencejunction, its temperatureis essentiallyuniform; the temperature

differencebetweenits endsissmallerthan1.0×10-8K andremainsnearthetemperatureof theheat

sink (0 K)1. Thus,wewill assumethattheentirereferencejunction is keptat a uniformfixed

temperatureof 0K. Asaresultonlythetemperatureof theactivejunctioninfluencesthesensitivity

of theinstrument.

Sinceno acceptedmethodscouldbe foundin the literaturefor treatinga thermocouple

junction with an internaltemperaturegradient,it wasdecidedto calculatethe sensitivitytwo

differentways.Thefirstwayis totakethehighestlocaljunctiontemperatureasbeingrepresentative

of thetemperatureof the entirejunction. This assumptionis basedon thelaw of successive

temperatures,whichstatesthat a junction canbe modeledasa seriesof smalljunctionswith

intermediatetemperatures.Thehotjunctiontemperatureis thehighesttemperatureof thejunction

andthecoldjunctiontemperatureis thelowest,asillustratedin Figure4.5.

1Thecalculationsaremadeon thebasisof arelativetemperatureof T-311K, asdescribedin
Section3.3.2
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Figure 4.5. The law of intermediate temperatures applied to our model.

The second way that sensitivity is calculated is to take the average temperature at the

junction. This assumption is based on the fact that we do not really know where to locate the

effective junction in our model. This question has not been answered in the literature found on

solid-state physics, but it must somehow be taken into consideration. To partially solve the problem

of where to locate the effective junction, the sensitivity has been calculated for different candidate

junction locations. The so-called "upper junction", "physical junction" and "lower junction" are

shown in Figure 4.6.
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Zinc-antimonide

Lower junction
Physical junction

Figure 4.6. Definition of three different candidate junctions according to their locations
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Table4.1showsthesensitivityobtainedbyaveragingthetemperaturealongthenodeslying

within theplanesof thethreedifferentjunctiondefinitions.

Table4.1. Effectofjunctiondefinitiononthepredictedsensitivity

Sensitivity

(btV/Wm -2)

Upper Junction
0.04626

Physical Junction
0.04624

Lower Junction

0.04623

Since no significant difference (less than 0.03 percent) in the predicted sensitivity for the

three different junctions was found, the average temperature at the physical junction is used in this

thesis.

To study sensitivity, two different two-dimensional configurations have been modeled. The

first configuration involves an active junction of 60-btm length, and the second involves an active

junction of 93-btm length. The length of the reference junction remains at 93 btm for both

configurations. The length of the connecting ramp (25.4 btm) remains the same in both

configurations. These two configurations are used to study the two-dimensionality of the problem.

The effect of the two-dimensionality is greater in the first configuration because the aspect ratio

between the active junction and the ramp connecting it to the reference junction is smaller compared

to the second configuration (0.33 for the first configuration and 0.44 for the second configuration).

The predicted sensitivities of the one-dimensional and two-dimensional models are presented in

Table 4.2
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Table4.2. Sensitivityof thedetectorbasedon theone-dimensionalandtwo-dimensionalmodels.

Sensitivity1
(_tV/W.m-2)

basedonthe
average
temperature

Sensitivity2
(gV/W.m-2)
basedonthe

highest
temperature

Improvementof
column2

resultsover
thoseof column

3
(percent)

One-dimensionalmodel 0.278 0.278 0

0.0205 0.0242 15.3

0.0462

Two-dimensionalmodel
(first configuration:60-gm
length)

0.0543Two-dimensionalmodel
(secondconfiguration93-gm
length)

14.9

1Sensitivitycalculatedbasedontheaveragejunctiontemperature
2Sensitivitycalculatedbaseduponthehighestlocaltemperatureatthejunction
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Asanticipated,thesensitivitydecreasesasthetwo-dimensionalityof themodelincreases.

In otherwordsthesensitivitydecreasesasthesizeof therampbecomesbiggercomparedto the

lengthof theactivejunction. Theseresultsshowasignificantdifferencein sensitivitydepending

uponhowthejunctiontemperatureis defined.If thetemperatureatthejunctionis assumedto be

thehighesttemperature,thevalueof thesensitivityis increasedby morethan15percent.This

differenceincreaseswith thetwo-dimensionality(or inverseof theaspectratio)of themodel.

4.1.3 Thetimeresponse

Theconceptof detectortimeconstantisbaseduponthepremisethatthedetectorresponds

asa first-ordersystemto a stepinput appliedat time t = 0. Thisassumptionis justified if the

detectorismodeledwithheatcapacitanceC (J/K)andathermalconductanceK (W/K)betweenthe

detectorandtheheatsink. Moredetailsonthissimplethermalmodelaregivenin Section2.2.3.

If thedetectorrespondsasafirst-ordersystem,itstemperatureresponseasafunctionoftime

for a stepinputattimet = 0canbemodeledas

T'(t)=TfHI_ 1[1-e -_ ], (4.2)

where _ is the time constant and TfHI_1 is the steady-state temperature. The time constant of the first-

order system is defined as the time necessary for the response to reach 63.2 percent of its steady-state

value.

The temperature response of the junction has been computed with the dynamic model

developed using the finite element tool ALGOR. In order to compare the analytical results with the

model of Equation 4.2 we used a least-squares best-fit analysis. With the least-squares method the

time constant _ is selected to minimize the sum of the squared deviations of the finite element data

points from the theory of Equation 4.2. In other words, we minimize the quantity

nstep

2 [Ti - Ti'] z ,
i=l

where Ti and T'i

respectively, at the ith time step ti.

(4.3)

are the calculated finite element and modeled (Equation 4.2) temperatures,
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Thisimpliesthat

Differentiatingyields

Instep }3,Cl i___1[Ti - Ti']z =0 (4.4)

nstep

Z ti exp(-t)'_*)[Ti- T(]2 = 0 (4.5)
i=l _

Solving Equation 4.5 gives the value of the time constant "¢in the least-squares sense.

To determine how accurately the temperatures calculated with the finite element model

match the temperatures calculated with the first order model, the root-mean-square (rms) error,

1 InsteprmS=-- _[T,-T'] 2 , (4.6)
nstep i=1

was computed, where nstep is the number of steps.

Before running any transient cases on ALGOR a study to optimize the value of the time step

increment had to be carried out for both the one-dimensional and two-dimensional models. Plotting

the highest model junction node temperature attained for different time steps has provided a value

of time step which gives converged results. These plots can be found in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 for the

one-dimensional model and the two-dimensional model (second configuration), respectively. An

optimized time step of 1.0 x 10-4S has been chosen for the one-dimensional model, and a 1.0 x 104

s time step for the two-dimensional model.

In order to calculate the time constant of the device, a study must be conducted to assess the

influence of the assumed effective junction node location on the time response. The time constant

may be sensitive to the assumed location of the junction in the two-dimensional model, since some

of the thermal energy diverges through the ramp from the active junction towards the reference

junction. This effect may modify the time constant of the device depending on which node is used

to define the active junction temperature. For this study the time constant has been calculated for

different node locations in the active junction, for each of two different model geometrical

configurations. The first configuration has a shorter active junction than the second configuration
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soasto assesstheeffectof thetwo-dimensionality.Theeffectof thetwo-dimensionalityisbigger

in thefirst configurationwheretheactivejunctionis smaller(i.etheaspectratiois smaller).

x 10 -4

4 : I ;
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Figure 4.7. One-dimensional model time step optimization
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Nodes at five different locations in the plane of the junction of the thermocouple were

selected for the first geometrical configuration (i.e having an active junction length of 60 _m). They

have been regularly selected with a 15-_m space separating them. These node locations may be seen

in Figure 4.9. The time response corresponding to the different nodes is depicted in Figure 4.10.

1 2 3 4 5

Ramp

Active junction length = 60 lxm

Figure 4.9. Junction nodes selected (active junction length of 60 gm)
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Figure 4.10. Time response of different junction nodes (active junction length of 60 gm)
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Sixdifferentnodeswereselectedattheactivejunctionof thethermocouplewiththesecond

configuration(i.ewithanactivejunctionlengthof 93gm). Theyhavebeenselectedwitha22-gm

spacebetweenthefirst five nodesanda 5-gmspacebetweenthe last two nodes. Thesenode

locationsmaybeseeninFigure4.11,andthetimeresponsebasedonthedifferentnodesisdepicted

in Figure4.12.

93gm

5 tim

5 6

Active Junction length = 93 gm

•

Ramp

Figure 4.11. Junction nodes selected (active junction length of 93 gm)
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Figure 4.12. Time response of different junction nodes (active junction length of 93 gm)
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Table 4.3 presents in tabular form the time constant results and the calculated rms value

(using Equation 4.6) associated with all of the selected nodes as well as for the scheme where the

junction nodes are averaged together.

Table 4.3. Influence of the device geometry on time constant and rms error.

Node 1

Node 2

First configuration

(60 pm)

= 0.80 ms

rms = 4.88 10-7K

= 0.79 ms

rms = 4.73 10 -7 K

Second configuration

(93 pm)

_= 1.4 ms

rms = 6.87 10 -7 K

_= 1.3 ms

rms = 6.56 10 -7 K

Node 3 _ = 0.79 ms _ = 1.3 ms

rms = 4.22 10 -7 K rms = 5.75 10 -7 K

Node 4 _ = 0.78 ms _ = 1.3 ms

rms = 3.50 10 -7 K rms = 4.61 10-7 K

Node 5 _ = 0.78 ms _ = 1.3 ms

rms = 2.55 10 -7 K rms = 3.38 10-7 K

Node 6 _ = 1.3 ms
rms = 4.89 10 -7 K

Average across the _ = 0.79 ms _ = 1.3 ms

junction rms = 3.64 10 -7 K rms = 4.88 10 -7 K
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Twoimportantresultsmaybeinferredfromthesedata.First,thecalculatedtimeconstant

remainsconstantalongthejunctionindependentof theeffectivejunctionlocationused.Dueto the

negligibledifferences(atmost1.25percent)in theschemeswheretheaveragejunctionnodesare

usedandwherethehighesttemperaturenodeis used,it wasdecidedto usethetransientresponse

basedonthehighesttemperaturefor theremaininganalysis.Thesecondresultis thatthermserror

is smallenoughto validatetheleast-squaresfit andthustheuseof thefirst-ordermodelfor time

response.Thatis, wecanindeedreferto the"timeconstant"of thisparticulardistributedthermal

system.It shouldbenotedthatthermserrordecreasesasthedistancebetweenthenodesandthe

rampdecreases.Thisbehaviorcannotbe easilyexplained.Figure4.13displaysa comparison

betweenthefinite-elementtimeresponsefunctionandthe"best-fit"curvefromthefirst-ordermodel.

Theterm"best-fit"herereferstoacurvebasedonusingEquation4.2withavalueoft derivedfrom

applicationof Equation4.5. Theerrorbetweenthetworesponsecurves(thelinearinterpolationof

thedatapointsandthe"best-fit"curve)isplottedin Figure4.14andis lessthan2.88percentatany

giventime.
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Figure 4.13. Comparison between the finite element time response function (Data points)

and the "best-fit" curve (Equation 4.2) from the first-order model.
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(a) Error (percent) between the finite element time response function and the

"best-fit" curve (Equation 4.2), and (b) view with greater vertical resolution
for t _>0.7x10-3s.
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4.1.4 Conclusion

A summary comparison of both the one-dimensional and the two-dimensional model is

displayed in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4. Comparison between the one-dimensional and two-dimensional models

One-dimensional model Two-dimensional model

( active junction length = 93 _m)

Assumptions

Sensitivity (btV/W.m -2)

based upon the highest

temperature

One-dimensional heat flux

Ramp effect neglected

Reference j unction not
modeled

0.278

Two-dimensional heat flux

Ramp effect taken into account

Reference junction kept at 0 K

0.0543

Time constant (ms) 7.8 1.4

Rms (Equation 4.6)(K) 6.89× 10 -7 6.87× 10 -7

The two-dimensional model yields a decrease in sensitivity and a faster time response

compared to the one-dimensional model. The fact that the heat sink is twice as big in the two-

dimensional case as in the one-dimensional case explains why the steady-state temperature reached

is smaller in the two-dimensional case, and therefore so is the sensitivity. The fact that we obtain

a time constant almost three times larger in the one-dimensional model than in the two-dimensional

model with an active junction of 93 gm can be readily explained. The effect of having an aspect

ratio between the heat source and the heat sink of less than one-half is that the lower steady-state

temperature is going to be reached faster than in the one-dimensional model. We tentatively

conclude from this study that there exists an inverse relationship between sensitivity and time

response for the current thermopile design. As far as the effect of the addition of the ramp on the
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sensitivityandthetimeresponseis concerned,nothingcanbeinferredthusfar.

Fromtheforegoingexplanationonecanassumethatthetwo maingeometricparameters

responsibleforthetwo-dimensionaleffectaretheaspectratiobetweentheheatsourceandtheheat

sinkand(likely)theslope,or length,of therampconnectingtheactivejunctionwith thereference

junction. The effectof thesetwo parameterson the sensitivityandthe time responseof the

thermocoupleispresentedin thenextsection.

4.2 Parametric study

The results of a parametric study, including geometric parameters and boundary condition

parameters, are presented in this section along with an optimized design of the thermocouple pair.

The heat source (active junction) size and the slope of the ramp connecting the active and reference

junctions are the two geometric parameters varied. The spatial distribution of the heat flux boundary

condition was also used as a parameter in the design optimization.

4.2.1 Heat-source (active junction) size effect

Different versions of the thermocouple thermal models have been created by changing the

size of the active junction while holding all other parameters constant. The active junction length

was varied between 93 gm and 1000 gm in order to characterize the effect of this parameter on the

sensitivity and time constant of the thermocouple. By increasing the size of the active junction, the

area illuminated by heat radiation is increased. The tendency should be that the modeled

performance converges to the one-dimensional results since the contribution of the ramp and the

reference junction would become small compared to those of the active junction. The motivation

for this study is to know how large the active junction must be relative to the rest of the design such

that the two-dimensional effects described above are negligible. In other words we would like to

obtain relations giving the sensitivity and time response of the thermocouple as a function of the

active junction length. To determine these relationships five model versions with active junction

lengths of 60, 93,200, 500 and 1000 gm have been created. The transient response of each model
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versionisdisplayedin Figure4.15.Thisfigureclearlydemonstratesthatasweincreasetheactive

junctionlengththethermaltimeresponseconvergesto thatof theone-dimensionalmodel.

x 10-4

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

Time(s)

Figure4.15. Influenceof thesizeof theactivejunctiononthethermaltime
responseof thethermocouple.

Prototypedetectorswithactivejunctionsover1000_tmhavebeenfabricatedandtestedby

Vatellandtheirbehaviorcomparedtotheone-dimensionalmodel.Thesensitivityof theprototypes

manufacturedto datevaryfrom0.203to 0.276_tV/Wm-2whichis in goodagreementwith theone-

dimensionalmodelpredictions(> 0.264_tV/Wm-2).
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Figures4.16and4.17displaythesensitivityandthetimeconstantasafunctionof the

activejunctionlength.Thelastdatapointsplottedfor anactivejunctionlengthof 5000pm

representstheone-dimensionalmodel.Thisvalue,supposedlyfor aninfiniteactivejunction

length,is usedto fit anexponentialcurveof theform

Sensitivity(l)= 0.278(1- e-_35°)

to thecalculatedpointsin Figure4.16.

(4.7)
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Figure 4.16.
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Sensitivity of the thermocouple as a function of the active junction length.

5000

An exponential curve of the form
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_c(1)= 7.8 10 3 (1 - e 1/420 ) (4.8)

has been fitted to the calculated points in Figure 4.17. Here also the value of the one-dimensional

time constant has been used for an infinite active junction length.
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©
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I-

3 Equation 4.8

2/ Calculated Points
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0 I I
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Active Junction Length ( l_m )

Figure 4.17. Time constant of the thermocouple as a function of the active junction length
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The values of the different time constants obtained for the six cases and the associated rms

error are presented in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5. Sensitivity, time constant and rms error associated for different active junction

lengths

Sensitivity

(_tV/Wm -2)

Time Constant

(ms)

Rms error

Equation 4.6

(K)

1000 gm case 0.2636 6.3 8.7× 10.6

500 gm case 0.2294 5.5 1.63 × 10.6

200 gm case 0.1162 2.8 1.1 × 10.6

93 gm case 0.05430 1.4 6.87× 10.6

60 gm case 0.02423 0.80 4.88x10 -7

6.8One-dimensional

model

0.2780 6.88×10 -7

4.2.2 Ramp slope effect

In this section the effect on the sensitivity and time constant of the slope of the ramp

connecting the active and the reference junctions is studied. It is desirable to determine an

optimized ramp angle, o_, so as to optimize the trade-offbetween the sensitivity and the time

constant of the thermocouple. Five different case studies have been performed. These studies

cover ramp angles, o_, of 26.5, 35, 45, 50 and 63.4 deg. The two extreme design cases (o_= 26.5

and o_= 63 deg) and the base-line design case where o_= 45 deg are illustrated in Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18. Comparison of three different designs considered in the parametric study
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Figure4.19clearlyshowsthattheslopeof therampcontributestothetwo-dimensionaleffect

if all othergeometricparametersareheldconstant.Howeverthiscontributionis not linear. The

sensitivityincreasesastheangleincreasesfrom26.5to 45degandthenit decreasesastheangle

increasesbeyond45degupto 63deg.

Thisbehavioris explainedby thefact that asthe anglevariestwo othervariablesare

inevitablyvaried,eachof whichhasanoppositeeffectonsensitivity.Thetwo variablesarethe

thermalresistanceof theramp,Rt,andtheaspectratior (thesamedefinedin Section4.1.2)between

theheatsourceandtheheatsink. Astherampanglec_increasestheresistanceRtdecreaseswhereas

theaspectratior increases.Whentheanglec_increases,theeffectivelength1(m)decreases(Figure

4.18)andtheeffectivecross-sectionalareaAc(m2)increases,sothataccordingto

1
et - , (4.9)

kAc

Rtdecreases.

Decreasingthethermalresistanceof therampdecreasesthesensitivitywhereasincreasing

r increasesthesensitivity.Fromtherampanglesbetween26.5to 45degthe"resistanceeffect"is

dominantandthesensitivityincreases,andfrom45 to 63degthe"aspectratioeffect"is dominant

andthesensitivitydecreases.

Figure4.20displaysthesensitivityasafunctionof therampanglec_.Thetimeconstant

asafunctionof therampanglec_isnotshownbecauseit is essentiallyconstant.
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The values of the sensitivity, time constant and associated rms error are presented in
Table 4.6.

Table 4.6. Sensitivity, time constant and rms error for different ramp angles

c_ (deg)

Sensitivity

(btV/Wm -2)

Time Constant

(ms)

Rms error

(K)

26.5 582.3x10 -6 1.3 5.17x10 -9

35 0.04841 1.3 7.04x10 -7

45 0.05430 1.4 6.87×10 .7

50 0.04362 1.2 6.80x10 -7

63.4 0.04053 1.2 6.70×10 .7

6.80.2780One-dimensional

model

6.88×10 -7

4.2.3 Heat flux boundary condition

Nominally, incident radiation falls only on the active junction. In seeking to optimize the

responsivity of the device a study was conducted where the heat flux boundary condition is extended

to the ramp connecting the active junction and the reference junction, as shown in Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21. New model boundary conditions

By extending the boundary conditions to include the ramp the calculated sensitivity increased

by 7 percent, from 0.0543 to 0.0584 _tV/Wm -2. Implementing this new boundary condition with the

physical device would require slight changes in the position of the thermopile array in the cavity.

The array would have to be positioned such that the incoming radiation illuminates both the active

junction and the ramp connecting it to the reference junction.

The results obtained from the parametric studies presented in this chapter will be helpful in

the design optimization of the thermopile linear array and provide useful feedback for the thermopile

manufacturer. Tradeoffs between sensitivity and time constant must be made since decreasing the

size of the thermocouple will provide faster time response but smaller sensitivities.

In the following section the possibility of having eddy currents flowing in the active junction

is studied. So far it has been assumed that no current flows in the active junction even though a

temperature gradient was found there. By taking into account the temperature gradient, the presence

of local eddy currents is at least possible, which implies that the Peltier, Thomson and Joule effects
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mayhavetobeaccountedforin theenergyequation.At thispointthisis onlyaworkinghypothesis;

experimentsneedto be carriedout to verify it. In this sectionmorequestionsareraisedthan

answered.

4.3 Electrical model of the active junction

According to the temperature distribution results obtained in the previous sections,

temperature gradients exist in the active junction. Temperature gradients may cause eddy currents

to flow in the junction. Those currents are not taken into account in the current thermal model. If

those currents exist the Peltier, Thomson and Joule effects must somehow be taken into account in

the energy equation. An electrical model of the active junction has been formulated in order to

estimate the magnitude of the currents. The active junction of the 60%tm active junction model has

been discretized into cells with the temperature fixed at different values at the two ends. The cells

created correspond to the finite element control volumes used in the thermal model. Figure 4.22

displays 60 discrete cells of l%tm length each (61 nodes) and the associated electrical model. The

temperature gradient ATibetween Node i and Node i+l creates a current Ii in cell i. The generated

voltages Vi (V) can be calculated using the Seebeck effect Equation 4.2, relating the emfVi to the

temperature gradient ATi (K) and the Seebeck coefficient Sznsb_P t (_tV/K).

V i = Sznsb_PtATi . (4.10)

The resistance R1 (f2) represents the zinc-antimonide resistance and R2 (f2) the platinum resistance.

The resistances R1 and R2 are calculated based on the resistivity pl and p2 (f2m) of the associated

material according to the relationship

R -pL , (4.11)
A

where L (m) is the length of material conducting the current flow and A (m 2) is the cross-

sectional area.
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Figure 4.22. The distributed junction represented as (a) sixty discreet cells

(61 nodes) and (b) the associated electrical model.
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In order to evaluate the different currents I i flowing in the 60 cells, the algebraic system

V I+R 1I 1 -V 2 -t-R 2 11 = 0

V 2-t-R 1I 2 -V 2 -t-R 2 12 = 0
(4.12)

V60 +R 1160-V 2 +R 2160 =0

was solved for each Ii. This leads to the equivalent system

Ik --

(Vk+ 1 --Vk)

R 1 +R 2
, k=l,2, ...,60 (4.13)

Using Equations 4.2 and 4.3 we obtain

(Tk+ 1 --Tk) Sznsb_P t A
I k = , k=1,2,...,60 , (4.14)

(Pl +P2) L

where Tk is the temperature (K) at node k calculated by the finite element model.

The idea is to modify the energy equation, Equation 3.3, by adding a heat source term q"'k

(W) of the form

,,, AT
qk = RIk 2 + PAS Ik + GAB _XX Ik (4.15)

for each node k of the finite grid through which an current Ik flOWS. Equation 4.6 takes into account

the power due to the Peltier, Thomson and Joule effects. The new temperature distribution could

be calculated by the finite difference method. The unresolved problem is to determine the

coefficients associated with the Peltier and Thomson effect. To accomplish this additional

experiments would need to be carried out. For example, we could take a rod of zinc-antimonide with

a temperature gradient. We could force a current through it and then be able to measure the heat loss

(if the current goes with the temperature gradient). The Thomson coefficient of the rod of zinc-

antimonide could be calculated, knowing how much energy has been dissipated by the Joule effect.

A temperature gradient of 1.213×104 K is found at the two ends ofa 60-btm active junction.

The eddy current flowing in the active junction due to this temperature gradient would be on the
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orderof 0.2mA andtheheatreleasedbytheJouleeffectwouldthenbeontheorderof 4.24×10-15

W,whichis surelynegligible.Itmightbeexpectedthattheheatabsorbedandreleasedby thePeltier

andThomsoneffectswouldalsobeof thesameorderof magnitude,andthereforealsonegligible.
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations

The results of the dynamic electrothermal model are reviewed in this section. Suggestions

for further research are also provided.

5.1 Conclusions

. A dynamic electrothermal model of a thermocouple junction pair has been formulated which

predicts the sensitivity of the nominal thermopile detector design (Figure 3.8) to be 0.0543

_tV/Wm -2 and its time constant to be 1.4 ms.

. The model allows parametric studies aimed at improving the sensitivity and time response

characteristics in the design of the thermocouple. The study shows that by illuminating the

ramp connecting the active junction to the reference junction an improvement in the sensitivity

of the instrument of seven percent may be obtained. We conclude that the new design of the

thermopile linear array in its cavity should be such that the active junction and the ramp are

directly illuminated by incoming radiation.

. A parametric study has been performed with the active junction length and the ramp slope as

variables. The sensitivity and time constant of the thermocouple pair are very sensitive to the

active junction length. By increasing the junction length to greater than 1000 gm the design

converges to a one-dimensional model with excellent sensitivity (0.278 _tV/Wm -2) and time
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constant(7.8ms). A relationshipbetweenthesensitivityandtimeconstantasafunctionof

theactivejunctionlengthhasbeendetermined.Thisshouldproveto beavaluabletool to

optimizethethermocoupleaccordingtothesensitivityandtimeconstantspecifications.The

sensitivityof thethermocoupleis lesssensitivetotherampslopeandseemsto bemaximized

for anangleof 45deg.Thetimeconstantisessentiallyindependentof therampslope.

. For future CERES-like instruments a thermopile made of thermocouple junction pairs

connected in series seems appropriate. This would maintain the nominal thermocouple size

specifications (_-__100-btm long active junction) while producing a sensitivity which increases

directly as the number of thermocouple junction pairs. The pixel width would presumably be

greater then 60 btm, which is the GERB specification.

. The results of this study clearly establish that the precision with which the individual pixels

of a thermopile linear-array detector must be constructed to ensure uniformity of sensitivity

and time constant is much greater than previously thought.

5.2 Recommendations for futher study

. The influence of the thermophysical properties and the thickness of the thermal resistance and

absorber layers on the sensitivity of the device and its time constant should be studied in a

parametric fashion.

. A three-dimensional model should be developed to account for three-dimensional diffusion

of heat through the thermocouple and also to account for heat conduction cross-talk among

the adjacent elements of the array ofthermopiles. The boundary conditions will be provided

by the results of a ray-trace model of the cavity currently being completed by another member

of the Thermal Radiation Group, Maria Cristina Sfinchez.
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. A complete instrument simulation should be done by incorporating the reflective optics

workbench developed by Walkup [1996] of the Thermal Radiation Group to accurately

simulate illumination of the array. Such an end-to-end detector model could be used to

design an optimum staring or scanning radiometric channel for the future generation of

CERES-type instruments.

. Experiments to evaluate the Peltier and Thomson coefficients of the material used in the

detector should be carried out to verify the hypothesis that the Peltier and Thomson effects

are negligible.

. The effects of diffraction by the entrance slit to the cavity should be incorporated into any

subsequent Monte-Carlo ray-trace model
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